BEANS
BUSH BEANS

(Phaseolus vulgaris)

NEW! BN6 DRAGON TONGUE Cert. BD/OG Bush wax bean, light yellow with purple stripes which don't remain
after cooking. Crisp wide pods which are juicy. Grown by NB.
S $3.00=1 oz. M $6.00=4 oz. LG $12.00=1 lb
BN2 GOLDEN ROCKY Cert. BD/OG 55 days. Tender yellow wax bean. Good producer on compact plants. Grown
by NB.
S $3.00=1 oz., sows 20 ft., ≈100 seeds M $6.00=4 oz., 80 ft., ≈400 seeds 1 lb $13.00=320 ft.
BN3 PROVIDER Cert. OG 50 days. This variety has been the measuring stick for all good green snap-bush beans
for many years. We are excited to offer Provider from Tiensvold Farm. They farm 3000 acres, have been certified
organic for over 20 years, and have been using the biodynamic preparations on as much land as they are able for the
last 10 years. Look for their other offereings on eatorganicbuffalo.com Check out our price for organic provider beans.
They are on sale!, We will let you know about the price of the shipping to your location on the 50 pound bags if you
email us. Grown by TVF.
S $3.00=1 oz., ≈98 seeds M $4.00=4 oz. LG $9.50=1 lb XL $35.00=5 lb 50+ lb $5.25/ lb bulk rate
NEW! BN5 ROYAL BURGUNDY Cert. BD/OG 50-60 days. Long, tender purple beans turn green when cooked.zu
Grown by NB.
S $3.00=1 oz. M $6.00=4 oz. LG $10.00=1 lb

POLE BEANS

(P. vulgaris)

NEW! BP4 AUNT ADA'S ITALIAN Cert. BD/OG 55-60 days. Heirloom came from Italy with the Botanelli
family~1900. Pick when beans start to bulge in pods. Delicious, tastes like a buttery snap lima bean.
S $3.00=1 oz., ≈65 seeds M $6.00=4 oz.
BP5 EARLY RISER Cert. BD/OG 55 days. Early Romano-type pole bean. Flat, 9 in. long pods. Vigorous vines to
10 ft. Does well in the North. Sow after last frost in warm soil. 1" deep, 3" apart, or grow on poles or tipis placing 5-6
seeds at the base of each .pole.Climbs 6-8 ft. Grown by NB.
S $3.00=1 oz., sows 10 ft., ≈60 seeds M $6.50=4 oz., 40 ft., ≈230 seeds LG $15.00=1 lb, 160 ft., ≈900 seed
s 3 lb $36.00
BP1 RATTLESNAKE Cert. BD/OG 70 days. Purple streaked dark green pods on 8-10 foot vines notable for their
good flavor. These unusual beans catch the customer's eye at the farmer's market and when cooked look like other
green beans. Their brown striped seeds, reminiscent of pinto beans, can also be used as a dry bean. Grown by NB.
S $3.00=1 oz., ≈70 seeds M $8.75=0.5 lb, ≈550 seeds LG $12.00=1 lb, ≈1100 seeds XL $40.00=5 lb, ≈550
0 seeds

SOUP BEANS

(P. vulgaris)

NEW! BS1 BARB'S BEAUTIFUL BEANS Cert. BD/OG HEIRLOOM . Black and white beans with very distinctive
markings great for soups. Also known Yin Yang or Calypso. Grown by NB.
S $3.00=1 oz. M $6.00=4 oz. LG $12.00=1 lb
NEW! BS5 BLACK GARBONZO, KABULI Cert. BD/OG This chickpea is a cool-season annual that requires
about 100 days to reach harvest. Sow chickpeas in the garden about the date of the average last frost in spring or
slightly earlier
S $3.00=1 oz.
NEW! BS5 BLUE TEPARARY (TEPERARY) Cert. BD/OG 80 days. A traditional Southwestern crop that's drought
and heat tolerant. Has a half-runner habit. Grown by NB.

S $3.00=1 oz. LG $12.00=1 lb
NEW! BS2 BUCKSKIN Cert. BD/OG 85 days. HEIRLOOM . Abundant production and early. Somewhat sprawling
with runners but do not need trellis. Eating quality similar to Pinto when cooked. Golden tan color. Grown by NB.
S $3.00=1 oz. M $5.50=4 oz. LG $9.00=1 lb

BEETS

(Beta vulgaris) ~2,200 seeds/oz.

NEW! BT4 BADGER TORCH Cert. BD/OG Beautiful elongated golden beet with reddish-gold zoning highlight
streaks in the roots and yellow stems in leave make this of possible interest to restaurants. Pleasant mild, sweet raw
or cooked. Introduction by Universtiy of Wisconsin which is now introduced through High Mowing Organic Seeds.
Grown by NB. ≈2,200 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=2 g, ≈150 seeds M $8.00=0.25 oz., ≈450 seeds 1 oz. $30.00
BT3 DETROIT DARK RED Cert. BD/OG 60-65 days. HEIRLOOM variety from 1892. Standard dependable openpollinated variety that you can's beat! Smooth round dark red beet with strong tops. Good for both bunching and
storage. Grown by LD. ≈2,200 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=2 g, sows 15 ft., ≈150 seeds M $4.00=0.25 oz., ≈500 seeds LG $10.00=1 oz., ≈2200 seeds
BT8 FEUER KUGEL (fire ball) Ecologically Grown 60-65 days. HEIRLOOM from . Switzerland. Smooth round
roots. Skin slips off easily when cooked. Remains sweet and tender to a large size. Has natural zoning in some beets
which means there are some white concentric circles in the inner part of the beet in many of the beets which also
makes it espeically sweet. Stores well. Grown to seed by long time Biodynamic grower Heike Maria Eubanks. ≈2,200
seeds/oz.
S $3.00=2 g, ≈150 seeds M $6.00=10 g, ≈700 seeds LG $11.00=1 oz., ≈6500 seeds
NEW! BT2 LUTZ GREEN LEAF Cert. BD/OG 65-70 days. Sweet tender somewhat heart shaped roots are good
winter keepers. Big tender glossy green tops with midribs are delicious. With both tasty roots and leaves, this is a
winner. Our strain is one of the most true to type for Lutz. OUTSTANDING sweet flavor. Grown by SA. ≈2,000
seeds/oz.
S $3.00=3 g, ≈150 seeds M $7.00=0.25 oz., ≈600 seeds LG $15.00=1 oz., ≈1200 seeds 4 oz. $33.00
NEW! BT1 ROBUSCHKA Cert. BD/OG 60-65 days. BACK ORDERED: Vigorous plants with strong tops. Round,
smooth-skinned roots are dark red throughout. Selected for its sweet fruit-like taste, it is excellent cooked, grated
raw,juiced, pickled or processed. Sow from early spring to mid-summer 10 seeds/ft, " deep, in rows 12-24" apart. Thin
to 4" between plants. Grown by BH. ≈2,200 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=2 g, sows 15 ft., ≈150 seeds M $5.00=0.25 oz., 75 ft., ≈500 seeds

BOOKS & CALENDARS
BK2 DEVELOPING THE SELF Ecologically Grown What is this book doing on a seed offering website? Answer
from Meadowlark Hearth Biodynamic Seed Initiative: If we are to strive toward healing the earth, we must seek out
ways to work with ourselves as farmers toward healing. "Individual effort toward development of the higher self is
essential for genuine progress on the inner work path. The clear insights and exercises outlined in this book reveal
the meaning and necessity of this essential striving in the present consciousness soul age, contributing toward
enlivening both our inner and outer work at the same time. The path of developing the self and our work in the world
are not separated, but united through the practices and their results." 145 pages, weight: 170 grams or .40 lb $15.50
NEW! BK1 STELLA NATURA CALENDAR 2017 (Edited by Sherry Wildfeuer) Ecologically Grown We really
enjoy looking at the various updates in the Stella Natura Calendar about the whorling world around the Earth. There
is even a place to note your daily weather and gardening accomplishments in next to each day. There is even a
handy map which helps with viewing the sky at night. From the publisher: "This Calendar has many aspects: a basic
introduction to astronomy, a simple ephemeris, a planting guide, a star map, aid for following the movement of the
planets in the night sky, and articles by nine different authors. All of these attempt to provide a true picture of the
world outside us and ideas to assist in developing a healthy relation to that world." Writing in her introduction to this
year's calendar, Sherry Wildfeuer notes: "This is the fortieth year of Stella Natura! Although I have met only a small
number of you, I describe you regularly to prospective authors as intelligent, open-minded individuals who are drawn

to gardening or farming by a love for the Earth and its surroundings. I don't assume any prior knowledge of
biodynamics. At the same time, my aim is to offer continuing inspiration and education to long-time practitioners of
biodynamics. "When I started producing the Calendar, I turned to my elders to write most of the articles. Later, I
asked my peers to contribute. More recently I have been seeking out younger authors; and by now I and my peers
are becoming elders ourselves, having the possibility to offer the fruits of our work with the perspective of experience.
Walter Goldstein's article exemplifies this, as he describes his extraordinary accomplishments as a corn breeder.
Katherine Rapin tells the story of Christian Elwell, founder of South River Miso Company. And I share what I have
learned about Justus von Liebig, the early advocate of chemical fertilizer who gained more respect for the inherent
life of the soil later in his career, although this is generally overlooked. In this article I have introduced some key
concepts of biodynamics which I intend to elaborate in future editions. "In other articles, the cycle of the year is
characterized as a breathing process, and we can learn how a farming community has created a mid-winter
agricultural festival to support the coming season. " Weight of the calendar is 170 grams $15.00
BK3 THE SPIRIT IN THE REALM OF PLANTS Ecologically Grown You can go online and get this lecuture from
Rudolf Steiner free. The Spirit in the Realm of Plants: http://wn.rsarchive.org/Lectures/19101208p01.html $0.00

BROCCOLI

(Brassica oleracea) ~6,000 seeds/oz.

NEW! BR2 CALINARO Cert. OG Photo above...The most consistent of the open pollinated heading broccolis that
we have experienced. We imported this from Bingenheim Biodynamic Seed company. Three to four inch heads. Side
shoots, sometimes as large as the primary head. In future years we hope to grow it out to seed. Try and let us know
how it does for you! ≈4,400 seeds/oz.
S $3.00≈20 seeds, sows 12 ft. M $6.00=0.5 g, 100 ft. LG $18.00=2 g, 400 ft.
BR3 UMPQUA Cert. BD/OG 65-80 days. Open-pollinated! Vigorous plants. Head size varies a lot. Good side
shoot production. Recommended for home gardeners, small - medium CSA gardens or farmers markets where the
gardener is looking for a replacement for all the hybrid broccoli. If you have plenty of space as a farm, the attribute
about Umpqua is the long window of harvesting. This variety was bred by Peters Seed back in the 90's. ≈6,000
seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.5 g, sows 100 ft., ≈100 seeds M $7.00=2 g, 400 ft., ≈400 seeds LG $12.00=7 g, 1400 ft., ≈1400 s
eeds

BRUSSELS SPROUTS

(Brassica oleracea) ~7,000 seeds/oz.

BR1 CHERRY HILL Ecologically Grown An open-opollinated variety bred by Heike Marie Eubanks, a long time
small acreage Oregon coast gardener dedicated to ecology and using methods presented by Rudolf Steiner in his
1924 Agriculture Course. Especially bred for the northwest or for places where there are mild winters and early
spring. It is registered in the Open Seed Source Initiative. You have the freedom to use these OSSI-Pledged seeds
in any way you choose. In return, you pledge not to restrict others use of these seeds or their derivatives by patents
or other means, and to include this Pledge with any transfer of these seeds or their derivatives. This seed is in public
domain and cannot patented. For maritime climates and NOT for harsher climates. ≈7,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈240 seeds M $8.00=4 g, ≈850 seeds

CABBAGE

(Brassica oleracea) ~7,000 seeds/oz.

CB1 AMARANT Cert. BD/OG 75 days. Early cabbage with a wonderful reddish purple hue. Forms solid heads that
store well, so good for either early, mid-season, or late crops. Can store for a couple of months into he winter. ≈5,330
seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.125 g, ≈30 seeds M $7.00=1 g, ≈175 seeds LG $12.00=4 g, ≈700 seeds
NEW! CB4 DONATOR Cert. BD/OG 90 days. Tightly wrapped leaves, good production and flavor from Germany.
One of the very best cabbages for sauerkraut. The abundantly large heads also make great cole slaw. 120 days, In
Nebraska we transplant it in mid May to early June, harvest in September Sow indoors 3-4 seeds per inch, " deep, 46 weeks before setting out in garden. At true leaf stage prick out at 1" spacing between plants. Harden off and
transplant outdoors 18" to 24" apart. Grown by BH. ≈6,000 seeds/oz.

S $3.00=0.5 g, ≈100 seeds M $7.00=2 g, ≈400 seeds LG $20.00=0.25 oz., ≈1500 seeds XL $35.00=1 oz.,
≈6000 seeds
SALE! CB2 DOTTENFELDER STORAGE Cert. BD/OG 90 days. Exceedingly tight, firm green fast growing heads
with a good sweet flavor. Stores well into APRIL from late spring transplanting the previous year!!! Medium large,
slightly oval, firm, green heads. Late cabbage with excellent keeping quality. Outer leaves relatively small, slow
growing. Inner core quite short.Harvest in autumn taking care to cut and store soon enough to guard against splitting
with autumn moisture. Helpful for market gardeners and CSA'sto have this kind of storage cabbage into the next
spring when there are few other vegetables to harvest from the garden. There is variability in the shapes of the heads
with some being more flat, some oval and some round showing how diverse yet strong the variety is. Cultivation
instructions: Sow indoors 3-4 seeds per inch, " deep, 4-6 weeks before setting out in garden. At true leaf stage prick
out at 1" spacing between plants. Harden off and transplant outdoors 18" to 24" apart. Grown by NB. ≈7,000
seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.5 g, ≈125 seeds M $6.00=2 g, ≈500 seeds LG $15.00=7 g, ≈1600 seeds
CB3 EARLY BIRD CABBAGE Cert. BD/OG 60 days. Its delicious mild flavor, crisp tender texture, and very early
maturity makes this cabbage a winner for CSA's and farmer's markets. Even people who usually do not care for
cabbage enjoy its light flavor and crispness. Quick maturity (60 days) allows multiple plantings from early spring
through August. Cultivation Instructions: Sow indoors 3-4 seeds per inch, " deep, 4-6 weeks before setting out in
garden. At true leaf stage prick out to 1" spacing between plants. Harden off and transplant outdoors 18" apart. Early
Bird can be planted before the last frost. It can also mature in the autumn after the frost so it is a good cabbage to do
in successions since it matures in 60 days. Grown by NB. ≈5,330 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.5 g, ≈120 seeds M $8.00=1.5 g, ≈350 seeds
CB8 EUROPEAN STORAGE Ecologically Grown 100 days. Good long term storage variety with medium size
solid green heads grown by Biodynamic gardener Heike Marie Eubanks. Large tall plants, good for wet climates as
well as dry, long term storage cabbage. Heike Marie has farmed her acreage with Biodynamic methods for over 30
years. ≈5,330 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g M $6.00=4 g, ≈650 seeds LG $12.00=0.25 oz., ≈1300 seeds
CH1 GRANAT Cert. BD/OG 60 days. Makes 12 in. high, slender yet solid compact heads. Its crisp mild leaves are
delicious in stir fries or delicious winter salad. Grown by BH. ≈9,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.25 g, ≈60 seeds M $6.00=1 g, ≈300 seeds LG $11.00=3.5 g, ≈1000 seeds
NEW! CB7 RODYNDA Cert. BD/OG 95-110 days. Bred by Dieter Bauer at Dottenfelderhof in Germany. Deepburgundy red storage cabbage with medium-large heads, both beautiful and delicious. Excellent storage type! ≈6,000
seeds/oz.
S $3.00≈30 seeds M $7.00=0.5 g, ≈100 seeds

CHINESE CABBAGE

(Brassica rapa) ~9,375 seeds/oz.

CH1 GRANAT Cert. BD/OG 60 days. For autumn harvest. Sow mid July to beginning of August. Makes 11-15 inch
high, slender yet solid compact heads. Mild but, refreshing flavour with crisp consistency making it nice for steaming
or great for stir fries and excellent for winter salads. Cover with cloth or paper, store at 40 degrees or lower and you
will have delicious salad through the winter. A real boon at Farmer's Markets when people are looking for salad
ingredients. Grown by BH. ≈9,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.25 g, ≈60 seeds M $6.00=1 g, ≈300 seeds LG $11.00=3.5 g, ≈1000 seeds

CARROTS

(Daucus carota) ~18,000 seeds/oz.

NEW! CT2 LYRA (leira) Cert. BD/OG Storage carrot selected for longer carrots with a mild sweet taste from the
rodelika type which is used a lot in Biodynamic gardens in Europe.. In the photo, these are carrots in March after they
have stored the whole winter. Grown by NB. ≈18,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, sows 20 ft. M $5.00=4 g, 80 ft. LG $12.00=1 oz., 600 ft.

CT7 MILAN NANTES Cert. BD/OG 72 days. An early, uniform, blunt-ended early carrot that can be forced under
row cover for spring bunching carrots. Can even be stored but its highlight is for early bunching. Very good sweet
flavor. Our farmer market customers love the flavor! Cultivation instructions:Sow outdoors from early spring to midsummer. Grow in full sun in rich, loose, deeply worked soil. Sow 1/2 inch deep and -1 inch apart in rows 12 inches
apart. Keep moist until seedlings emerge. Thin to 2 inches between plants. Grown by BH and NB. ≈18,000 seeds/oz.
Check www.turtletreeseed.org for sizes and availability.
NEW! CT8 PURPLE DRAGON Cert. BD/OG This carrot is best planted later in the season. Otherwise it tends to
bolt when planted early in the spring. Sweet yet pungent, a different taste in carrots, the purple gives a new look to
carrots. Truly purple skin with orange flesh inside. Improved from a USDA strain by Dr. John Navazio, with lycopene
content equal to tomatoes! Novelty appeal for farmer's market customers. ≈18,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.5 g, ≈300 seeds M $7.00=2 g, ≈1200 seeds LG $15.00=14 g, ≈9000 seeds XL $25.00=1 oz., ≈1
8000 seeds 8+ oz. $20.00/ oz. bulk rate
NEW! CT4 RODELIKA Cert. BD/OG 72 days. Improved Rothild bred by biodynamic farmer/breeder Dieter Bauer
in Germany. Does well in heavy soil. A good storage variety with a very good flavor. ≈18,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, sows 20 ft. M $5.00=3.5 g, 70 ft. LG $12.00=0.25 oz.
CT5 ROLANKA Cert. BD/OG 75 days. Aromatic rodelika type from Biodynamic breeding in Europe with excellent
storage capacity, smooth skin and deep orange color, The photo is of carrots in April morning sun which had been
stored through the winter. Even though they were from storage and were large, they still excellent quality texture and
flavor. We use it for our year round CSA shares. Grown by NB. ≈18,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, sows 20 ft., ≈600 seeds M $5.00=4 g, 80 ft., ≈2400 seeds LG $12.00=1 oz., 600 ft., ≈18000 se
eds
CT6 SCARLET NANTES IMPROVED (seed movement scarlet nantes) Cert. BD/OG 85 days. Uniform, mediumlong, blunt-tipped roots. Sweet and juicy and keeps its quality through a long season. We get many repeat customers
for these carrots at the farmer's market and its excellent storage makes it possible for us to include it in our year
round CSA. Grown by NB. ≈18,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, sows 20 ft. M $5.00=4 g, 80 ft.

CAULIFLOWER

(Brassica oleracea) ~7,000 seeds/oz.

CF1 CELESTA (Celiano) Cert. BD/OG 80 days. From Bingenheim Biodynamic breeding in Europe, an autumn
cauliflower with good leaf cover. Transplant in May and harvest at the end of summer. Grown by BH. ≈7,000
seeds/oz.
S $3.00≈20 seeds, ≈25 seeds M $7.85=0.5 g, ≈125 seeds LG $18.00=2 g, ≈500 seeds XL $48.00=0.25 oz.

NEW! CF3 NUAGE Cert. BD/OG Mid to late season vigorous develps strong plant slowly and the leaves cover the
white well rounded heavy heads providing good blanching therefore is somewhat frost resistant in the late autumn as
if finishes ripening. ≈7,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00≈20 seeds M $7.00=0.5 g, ≈100 seeds LG $18.00=2 g, ≈400 seeds XL $48.00=0.25 oz., ≈2800 see
ds
CF2 ODYSSEUS Cert. OG 70 days. Small to medium-sized heads with white curds when blanched: tie leaves over
forming heads to protect from the sun. Sturdy, compact plants, not self blanching therefore KEEP an eye on them
when they are ripening and help them cover their heads. For best results, start in greenhouse then transplant outside.
Cultivation instructions:Sow indoors 4 weeks before set out in May or early June. Prick out at true leaf stage to 1"
apart .TP outdoors 18" apart. ≈7,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00≈20 seeds M $7.00=0.5 g, ≈125 seeds LG $13.50=1 g, ≈240 seeds

CELERY & CELERIAC

(Apium graveolens) ~75,000 seeds/oz.

SALE! CE2 BRILLIANT CELERIAC Cert. BD/OG 100-110 days. Root with celery flavor. Delicious in winter
soups, salads and baked dishes. Needs a long season and good soil to size up. Sow indoors about 12 weeks before
transplanting, 6 seeds/in, 1/8" deep. Keep moist at 70-75 F. At true leaf stage, thin or prick out to 1-2" spacing. Set
outside after danger of frost, 12" apart in rows 18" apart. Grown by RG. ≈50,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.15 g, ≈200 seeds M $6.00=0.5 g, ≈850 seeds LG $11.50=2 g, ≈3000 seeds XL $40.00=0.5 oz.,
≈24000 seeds 1 oz. $60.00=≈48000 seeds
CE1 MONARCH CELERIAC Cert. BD/OG 100-150 days. Productive scab resistant improved Giant Prague type
matures fall to early winter. Large roots with firm white flesh.Celery root is a wonderful vegetable for the colder
climates to have throughout the winter to add to soups, used like celery in stuffing, even grated for a Waldorf salad. It
also makes a great cream of celery tasting soup without the fibers that would happen with stalk cerlery. Sow indoors
about 12 weeks before transplanting, 6 seeds/in, 1/8 inch deep. Keep at an even temperature 70-75 F. At true leaf
stage, thin or prick out to 1-2" spacing. Set outside after danger of frost, 12" apart in rows 18" apart. Then keep at no
colder than 50 degrees. At the end of the season celeriac can stand some frost. Harvest before a hard freeze and
store as cool as you do carrots around 35-40 degrees. At that temperature it should store until spring. Grown by
NB. ≈50,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.15 g, ≈200 seeds M $6.00=0.5 g, ≈850 seeds LG $11.50=2 g, ≈3000 seeds XL $71.00=0.5 oz.,
≈24000 seeds 1 oz. $136.00=≈48000 seeds

CORN
SWEET CORN

(Zea mays) 100-150 seeds/oz.

CS1 HARMONY Cert. BD/OG 90 days. A great, new cross from Wisconsin Biodynamic seed grower Steven
Adams. Stalks between 7 and 8 feet depending on climate in which it is grown, often with multiple ears on a stalk,
sweet good corn flavor with two toned colors of yellow and white. This variety did well in both wet and dry conditions.
Still in early stages of development, we offer this for those interested in trying a new open pollinated variety. We
would like to know how it does in your area. In warm, fertile soil, sow seeds 1 inch deep and 4 inches apart, in blocks
of at least three rows spaced about 20 inches apart. Thin 8-12 inches apart. Grown by SA.
S $3.00=1 oz., sows 40 ft., ≈120 seeds M $6.00=4 oz., 160 ft. LG $17.00=1 lb 5+ lb $12.00/ lb bulk rate

POP CORN

(Zea mays) 250 seeds/oz.

NEW! CN2 CHEROKEE RAINBOW Cert. BD/OG HEIRLOOM from .Merlyn Niedens, combining several strains of
long ear Cherokee popcorn sent to Southern Exposure Seed Exchange by Carl Barnes of Turpin, OK. Carl has
helped save many of the Cherokee corns that came west over the Trail of Tears. This small kernelled variety makes
surprisingly large pops, yielding for a low hull/ corn ratio. Great flavor. Highly ornamental, 5-7 in. ears have many
shiny colors including red, blue, orange, white, and yellow with surprising variations. 6-8 ft. plants. We thank the First
People's for the possibility to have corn.
S $3.00=1 oz. M $8.00=4 oz. LG $15.00=1 lb 5+ lb $8.00/ lb bulk rate

CUCUMBERS

(Cucumis sativus) ~1060 seeds/oz.

NEW! CU4 BONO Cert. BD/OG Selection of cucumber from Switzerland. Large, dark green, smooth-skinned fruits
that do not need trellising. Grown by NB. ≈1,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, sows 25 ft., ≈30 seeds M $6.00=4 g, 100 ft., ≈120 seeds LG $10.00=0.5 oz., 400 ft., ≈420 seed
s
CU3 BOSTON PICKLER Cert. OG 55 days. Heirloom from the 1800's still worthy today with long vines and good
yields of stubby green fruit and very hardy even in wet years. Excellent texture and flavor in pickles. Field was
sprayed with the Biodynamic preparations. Grown by JT. ≈1,063 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈70 seeds M $6.00=0.25 oz. LG $9.00=1 oz. XL $16.00=2 oz.
CU1 GREEN FINGER Cert. BD/OG Bred by Cornell University, this cucumber goes a long ways toward smooth
skin cucumbers in the field. Mild flavor. Disease Resistance: Powdery Mildew, Papya Ring Spot Virus, Watermelon
Mosiac Virus, Zucchini Yellow Mosiac Virus Grown by NB. ≈1,063 seeds/oz.

S $3.00=1 g, ≈35 seeds M $6.25=0.25 oz., ≈250 seeds LG $15.00=1 oz., ≈1000 seeds 4+ oz. $9.00/ oz. b
ulk rate
CU6 MARKETMORE 86 Cert. BD/OG 55-58 days. Compact semi-bush type plants good for small gardens. 8-9 in.
dark green fruits good for slicing or pickling. Very dependable production of non-bitter cucumbers from breeding by Dr
Munger of Cornelle University. One of Drr Munger's copious accomplishments! ≈1,063 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=2 g, ≈70 seeds M $6.00=14 g, ≈500 seeds LG $10.00=2 oz., ≈2000 seeds XL $45.00=1 lb
CU2 SHINTOKIWA Cert. BD/OG 75 days. Dark green 9-12 in. fruit. Outstanding texture and flavor. We never tired
of eating these cucumber each day last summer. Grow on a trellis to avoid crooked fruits. Perfect for salads, sushi,
etc. Introduced to this country by Japanese students attending the Rudolf Steiner College and given to biodynamic
seed grower, Harald Hoven. A winner at the farmer's markets and CSA customers love them! Grown by NB. ≈1,063
seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈40 seeds M $5.00=0.25 oz., ≈250 seeds LG $10.00=1 oz., ≈1000 seeds 2+ oz. $8.50/ oz. b
ulk rate

EGGPLANTS

(Solanum melongena) ~6,000 seeds/oz.

LG =0.25 oz., ≈1500 seeds
NEW! EG2 DIAMOND Cert. BD/OG HEIRLOOM Seed Savers Exchange acquired the seed of this eggplant
variety from the Ukraine in 1993. Nine inch dark purple fruits which are on very vigorous early plants producing
abundantly. ≈6,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00≈50 seeds M $6.00≈200 seeds LG $16.00
EG1 PING TUNG LONG Cert. BD/OG 65-75 days. Prolific and early bearer of long thin purple fruits up to 12 in.
long with tender skin that does not need to be peeled before cooking. Delicious barbecued or broiled.Named for its
native town of Ping Tung, Taiwan. Selected for many years in California by Harald Hoven. Very prolific for us in
Nebraska and a favorite at the farmer's market. Sow indoors at 80-90F 8 weeks before setting out. Thin or prick out
2"-3" apart. Set out after danger of frost 18" apart in rows 30" apart. Grown by NB. ≈6,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.25 g, ≈50 seeds M $9.00=0.125 oz., ≈750 seeds LG $16.00 XL $49.00=1 oz., ≈6000 seeds

ENDIVE/ CHICORY
EN1 TREFFINE MARAICHERE Cert. BD/OG 45 days. This large frisee type endive is quite easy to grow and
delightful in it delicate frilly appearance. It can stand a frost so it is great to have some greens for those early spring
markets. Best grown for spring or fall harvest. Needs to be planted in early spring before the late spring heat. Grown
by RG. ≈18,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00≈100 seeds, ≈100 seeds M $6.00=0.125 oz., ≈2250 seeds LG $10.00=0.5 oz., ≈9000 seeds XL $3
4.00=2 oz., ≈36000 seeds
NEW! zu1 ZUCKERHUT CHICORY (Sugar Hat) Cert. BD/OG 55-60 days. A European type of hardy salad heads
with thick leaves and a strong taste. Sow from mid-June to mid-July in order to harvest in the autumn and store into
the winter time. Can be used with fruit or garlic to highlight its wonderful flavor. We do not usually find a way to get a
bitter taste into our diet so zukerhut can help those of us who feel we need bitter flavors to find this addition to our
cuisine. Withstands a light frost down to 25 degrees F or -4 Centigrade. Grown by SAT. ≈17,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00≈50 seeds M $5.00=0.5 g, ≈300 seeds LG $10.00=1 g, ≈600 seeds

FARM CROPS
PU2 PUMPKIN, STYRIAN, NAKED-SEEDED Cert. BD/OG 90-120 days. HEIRLOOM known from Styrian area
in Austria where they are pressed for oil . Large, green/orange striped pumpkin grown for its seeds. Click on the
photo to see inside the pumpkin. Seeds are delicious eaten raw or pressed for oil, or press for oil. Flesh can be used
for soups but is also good for animals for animals. Extract the seeds from the pumpkins, rinse and dry seeds carefi;;u
on racks. ≈150 seeds/oz.

S $3.00≈25 seeds M $7.00=0.5 oz. LG $18.00=2 oz. 8+ oz. $8.00/ oz. bulk rate
NEW! FL10 SUNFLOWER, PEREDOVIK (Helianthus annuus) Cert. BD/OG 90-100 days. HEIRLOOM Oil seed
type from Russia with small black seed on 4 to 6 inch heads selected to be single flowered plants but still a few with
multiple heads ≈880 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, sows 12 ft., ≈25 seeds M $7.00=14 g, 200 ft., ≈400 seeds LG $10.00=1 oz., 400 ft., ≈880 seed
s XL $100.00=1 lb, 7000 ft., ≈14000 seeds

BULBING FENNEL

(Foeniculum vulgare) ~7,000 seeds/oz.

FE1 PERFEKTION Cert. BD/OG 75 days. Delicious in salads and also in soups or in stir fries. Very mild flavor.
Cultivation Instructions: Sow in the early spring or in end of June direct sow for an autumn harvest. If you sow in late
spring it will probably bolt more easily as it nears the summer soltice. Water often like you would carrot seedlings until
you see the first true leaves. ≈7,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.25 g, ≈50 seeds M $6.00=1 g, ≈200 seeds LG $11.50=0.25 oz., ≈1600 seeds

FLOWERS
FL6 BACHELOR BUTTON, BLACK BALL Cert. BD/OG These sweet looking bachelor button flowers does not
deserve to be black balled. Flowers are lovely and distinctive in bouquets with they dark puruple hue almost
assuming black. Great for inectories as well as being attractive in a salad with their feathery puprle.Direct sow in
autumn for early spring flowers or early in the springfrost hardy!
S $3.00=1 g
FL7 LOVE-IN-A-MIST (NIGELLA) (Nigella damascena) Cert. BD/OG An old-fashioned flower from southern
Europe sometimes called Fennel Flower because of its nutmeg-flavored seeds. Mixed flowers in shades of blue, pink,
white, and purple, averaging 1 in. in diameter ≈10,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g M $6.00=4 g LG $10.00=0.5 oz., ≈5000 seeds XL $20.00=2 oz., ≈20000 seeds
NEW! FL2 MORNING GLORY (Ipomoea tricolor) Cert. BD/OG Annual. Mix of 4-5 in. blue and purple flowers on
vines. Blooms from July until frost, ope in early morning and closing after noon. Grown by NB. ≈1,200 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈40 seeds
FL15 NIGELLA, LOVE IN THE MIST Cert. BD/OG Delicate feathery blue or white flowers on 8-12 inch stems.
Dried seed pods can be used in dried flower arrangements. The tiny black seed is also known as false cumin which
smells like grape koolaid!
S $3.00=1 g
FL9 POPPY, HUNGARIAN PURPLE BREAD Cert. BD/OG Beautiful bluish-purple flowers give way to attractive
pods filled with poppyseed for baking. Pods can also be used in dried arrangements. Stake seed heads to prevent
seed loss. Plant in late fall to very early spring. ≈95,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.5 g, ≈1000 seeds
NEW! FL10 SUNFLOWER, PEREDOVIK (Helianthus annuus) Cert. BD/OG 90-100 days. HEIRLOOM Oil seed
type from Russia with small black seed on 4 to 6 inch heads selected to be single flowered plants but still a few with
multiple heads ≈880 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, sows 12 ft., ≈25 seeds M $7.00=14 g, 200 ft., ≈400 seeds LG $10.00=1 oz., 400 ft., ≈880 seed
s XL $100.00=1 lb, 7000 ft., ≈14000 seeds
NEW! FL3 ZINNIA, SCARLET Cert. BD/OG Medium large scarlet red flowers with yellow and brown middles.
Really a stand out in bouquets at the market. Grown by NB.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈80 seeds

GARLIC

GA3 CALIFORNIA EARLY-NEBRASKA SELECT Cert. BD/OG Available for ordering in the beginning of
August 2016 SOFT NECK TYPE. Harder to peal than hardneck types but store better than hardnecks. Our strain
stores until late spring of the following year after July harvest when stored in cool, dry conditions. They are an
artichoke formation of cloves and have around 10-12 cloves so there are more plants possible per bulb than the
hardneck varieties. For best results and to have nicely formed garlic bulbs, plant in autumn. We plant ours in mid
October in Nebraska. We are zone 4. Plant cloves in October, 6-8 inches apart. Soft necks are best for milder winters
but our strain has been selected to survive our cold, dry winters in western Nebraska. Another advantage to softneck
garlics besides their long storage is that they can be braided. In general, mild climates are better off growing
softnecks. But people where the winter's are colder like to have an acclimated solfneck so that they can have garlic
after the hardnecks are done storing in February. SHIPS SEPT through DEC 2015 Grown by NB.
S $12.00=0.25 lb, sows 25 ft. M $21.00=1 lb, 50 ft. LG $48.00=3 lb, 100 ft. XL $135.00=10 lb, 300 ft.
SALE! GA1 CHRYSALIS ROSE GARLIC Cert. BD/OG Available for ordering in the beginning August 2016
HARDNECK TYPE, has 7-9 large cloves per bulb and about 8 bulbs per pound. It is delicious with a robust garlic
taste, and is easy to peel. For best results and nicely formed garlic bulbs, plant in autumn. We sow in October about
6-8 inches apart in the row. We are zon For best results and to have nicely formed garlic bulbs, plant in autumn. We
sow in October about 6-8 inches apart in the row. We plant ours in mid-October in Nebraska. We are zone 4.
Estimate 8 bulbs per pound for Chrysalis Rose. Following from harvest HARDNECK TYPE, has 7-9 large cloves per
bulb, is delicious with a robust garlic taste, and is easy to peel. Survives in severe winters. With every bulb, you can
figure that you will have 7-8 garlic cloves for planting. After July harvest it stores for about five months best in cool dry
conditions at around 40 degrees. . It is a favorite at our farmer's market. We obtained the seed from Steven Adams of
Chrysalis Farm and EZ Farming, a 20 year old Wisconsin Biodynamic farm, and we have been maintaining it for
many years. We recommend sowing the cloves in October about 6-8 inches apart in the row. SHIPS SEPT through
DEC 2016. For best results and to have nicely formed garlic bulbs, plant in autumn. We sow in October about 6-8
inches apart in the row. We plant ours in mid-October in Nebraska. We are zone 4. Estimate 8 bulbs per pound for
Chrysalis Rose. Following from harvest HARDNECK TYPE, has 7-9 large cloves per bulb, is delicious with a robust
garlic taste, and is easy to peel. Survives in severe winters. With every bulb, you can figure that you will have 7-8
garlic cloves for planting. After July harvest it stores for about five months best in cool dry conditions at around 40
degrees. . It is a favorite at our farmer's market. We obtained the seed from Steven Adams of Chrysalis Farm and EZ
Farming, a 20 year old Wisconsin Biodynamic farm, and we have been maintaining it for many years. We recommend
sowing the cloves in October about 6-8 inches apart in the row. SHIPS SEPT through DEC 2016.e 4. It survives well
in severe winters. With every bulb, you can figure that you will have 7-8 garlic cloves for planting. After July harvest it
stores for about five months. best to store in cool dry conditions at around 40 degrees. It is a favorite at our farmer's
market. We obtained the seed from Steven Adams of Chrysalis Farm a 20 year old Wisconsin Biodynamic farm
certified under EZ farming, and we have been maintaining it for many years. SHIPS SEPT through DEC 2016. Grown
by NB.
S $20.00=1 lb LG $48.00=3 lb XL $150.00=10 lb
NEW! GA5 INCHELIUM, SOFTNECK Cert. BD/OG HEIRLOOM SHIPS SEPT through DEC 2016.SOFTNECK
type selected in southern Colorado at Hobbs Family Farm before we received it. Very nice softneck and and a real
producer that averages12-14 cloves per bulb and 6-7 bulbs per pound. Soft necks usually store longer than hard
necks. For best results and nicely formed garlic bulbs, plant in autumn. We plant ours in mid-October in Nebraska.
We are zone 4. Grown by NB.
S $17.00=1 lb, sows 30 ft. M $48.00=3 lb, 80 ft. LG $130.00=10 lb, 275 ft.
GA2 MUSIC ARIA Cert. BD/OG Available for ordering in the beginning of August 2016 SHIPS SEPT through
DEC 2016. HARDNECK PORCELAIN garlic, a vigorous grower with usually 4-7 large cloves with good flavor. Great
for the kitchen as there is not much peeling for a lot of garlic.There are about 5-6 bulbs per pound. With every bulb
you get about 4-7 plants. Very easy to grow and a hardy type for severe winters. Our Music Aria garlic strain started
with Al Music who brught it back from his homeland in Italy to Canada, and was further selected by Danielle LaBerge
in Quebec, then passed on to Jean-David Derramaux who began the Healing Plant Gardens at Camphill Village USA
in upstate New York in the 1990's. Now it has transferred itself to Nebraska and has done very well here. This garlic
grows bigger than any garlic we have ever grown, yet maintains its great flavor.! It is truly outsanding in every way.
SHIPS IN SEPTEMBER 2016. Grown by NB.
S $17.00=0.5 lb, sows 10 ft. M $22.00=1 lb, 18 ft. LG $55.00=3 lb, 50 ft. XL $150.00=10 lb, 165 ft.

GREENS, SPECIALTY

GR2 ARUGULA (Erucca vesicaria) Cert. BD/OG 40 days. 20 days for cutting, 40 days to full size. Pungent salad
green with dark green leaves with a nutty radish flavor. Grown by RG. ≈15,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈500 seeds M $4.00=0.25 oz., ≈3750 seeds LG $7.00=1 oz., ≈15000 seeds
S1 BUTTERFLAY Cert. BD/OG 45 days. Vigorous early spinach with medium dark-green savoyed leaves and a
full rich flavor. Quick-growing and late-bolting. Grown by BH. ≈2,150 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=4 g, sows 30 ft., ≈300 seeds 1 oz. $5.00=200 ft., ≈2000 seeds 25 lb $500.00 4 oz. $10.00=800 ft.,
≈8000 seeds 1 lb $36.00=3200 ft., ≈128000 seeds 5+ lb $29.00/ lb bulk rate
NEW! SC3 FEURIO Cert. BD/OG 60 days. Beautiful red stemmed chard in varied fiery red shades. ≈1,875
seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈60 seeds M $7.00=4 g, ≈240 seeds LG $15.00=0.5 oz., ≈840 seeds XL $25.00=1 oz., ≈1800
seeds
SC2 GLATTER SILBER Cert. BD/OG 55 days. Vigorous, productive, high quality chard. Glossy succulent brightgreen leaves with 1 to 2 in. broad silver white stems. From the German Biodynamic seed company, it is a type of
chard not very well known here. The thick stem is delicious as well as the beautiful green leaves. Sow early to late
spring, , 1/2" deep, 8-10 seeds per foot in rows 18"-24" apart. Thin to 6". Transplants: start in doors 4-6 weeks before
setting out.. Swiss chard can take a very light frost but not a harder frosts or freezes! Grown by BH. ≈1,875 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=2 g, sows 15 ft., ≈120 seeds M $5.00=0.25 oz., 60 ft., ≈450 seeds LG $12.00=1 oz., 250 ft., ≈1875
seeds XL $16.00=2 oz.
CH1 GRANAT Cert. BD/OG 60 days. For autumn harvest. Sow mid July to beginning of August. Makes 15 inch
high, slender yet solid compact heads. Strong aromatic flavour with good consistency and hence suitable for
steaming. Grown by BH. ≈9,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.25 g, ≈60 seeds M $6.00=1 g, ≈300 seeds LG $11.00=3.5 g, ≈1000 seeds
GR1 KOMATSUNA (Spinach Mustard) Cert. BD/OG 45 days. Tender mild glossy dark-green leaves up to 12 in.
long. Sown like spinach, but it grows much faster, especially in a cold season. Does not have oxalic acid as is found
in regular spinach, making it preferred by some people to regular spinach. Grown by NB. ≈12,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.5 g, ≈200 seeds M $6.00=0.25 oz., ≈3000 seeds LG $9.00=0.5 oz., ≈6000 seeds
GR6 KYONA MIZUNA (Brassica rapa) Cert. BD/OG 50 days. Mild, pretty Asian mustard with deeply cut leaves.
Large rosettes with 12 in. leaves if 8 in. between plants. ≈12,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.5 g, ≈200 seeds M $6.00=3.5 g, ≈1400 seeds
KA4 LERCHENZUNGEN GREEN (LARK'S TOUNGUE) Cert. BD/OG Good frost hardy variety according to
Biodynamic growers in Northern Germany. Finely curled narrow, slightly drooping leaves with good flavor. Cultivation
instructions: Sow inside for early spring crop or fro early summer; set out 10-12 wks before frost. For Fall kale: direct
seed late June, 2"apart, thin to 8". Grown by BH.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈220 seeds M $6.00=3 g, ≈640 seeds LG $15.00=0.5 oz., ≈3500 seeds
NEW! GR3 MOUTARDE ROUGE METIS (ruby streaks) Cert. BD/OG These dark red lacey beauties also have a
great flavor, pungent but not agressive! A delightful addition to any salad. ≈12,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.5 g, ≈200 seeds M $8.00=4 g, ≈1600 seeds
NEW! GR7 MUSTARD, OSAKA (Brassica juncea) Cert. BD/OG 80 days. Large round purple-veined leaves with
mild mustard flavor. Good in salad or mixed into a stir fry. Winters over in mild areas. ≈12,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.5 g, ≈200 seeds M $6.00=2 g, ≈1600 seeds LG $15.00=0.5 oz., ≈6000 seeds
GR5 PAC CHOI, PRIZE (Brassica rapa) Cert. BD/OG 50 days. Heavy upright vase-shaped rosettes of tender
dark-green spoon-shaped leaves on thick solid-white stems. Grown by NB. ≈12,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈440 seeds M $6.00=4 g, ≈1500 seeds LG $15.00=0.5 oz., ≈6000 seeds XL $27.00=2 oz.
SW1 RAINBOW Cert. BD/OG 60 days. Productive Chard originally from Australia with many shades of colored
stems: red, pink, white, yellow, orange, A real treat of color and chard flavor. Grown by NB. ≈1,875 seeds/oz.

S $3.00=2 g, sows 15 ft., ≈120 seeds M $5.00=0.25 oz., 60 ft., ≈450 seeds LG $12.00=1 oz., 250 ft., ≈1875
seeds 4+ oz. $10.00/ oz. bulk rate
KA8 RED RUSSIAN KALE (Brassica napus) Cert. BD/OG 55 days. Frilled tender purple-veined deeply lobed
oak-shaped leaves. Tender, mild, in summer & more colorful, sweeter after frost. Grown by ORG.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈220 seeds M $6.00=5 g, ≈1000 seeds
KA1 RUFFLES KALE (aka Half-high curly or halbhoher) Cert. BD/OG 60 days. A high yielding variety with a
medium level of frost resistance. Dark green, ruffled, medium sized leaves. Good taste. Grown by BH.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈220 seeds M $6.00=5 g, ≈1000 seeds LG $11.50=0.5 oz., ≈3500 seeds
EN1 TREFFINE MARAICHERE Cert. BD/OG 45 days. This large frisee type endive is quite care-free and
delightful in it delicate frilly appearance. Best grown for spring or fall harvest.. Grown by RG. ≈18,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00≈100 seeds, ≈100 seeds M $6.00=0.125 oz., ≈2250 seeds LG $10.00=0.5 oz., ≈9000 seeds XL $3
4.00=2 oz., ≈36000 seeds
NEW! zu1 ZUCKERHUT CHICORY (Sugar Hat) Cert. BD/OG 55-60 days. A European type of hardy salad with
an elongated, tall tapered heads covering lots of yellow-white heart leaves.Sow from mid-June to mid-July in order to
harvest in the autumn and store into the winter time. Can be used with fruit or garlic to highlight its wonderful flavor.
We do not usually find a way to get a bitter taste into our diet so zukerhut can help those of us who feel we need
bitter flavors to find this addition to our cuisine. Withstands a light frost. Grown by SAT. ≈17,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00≈50 seeds M $5.00=0.5 g, ≈300 seeds LG $10.00=1 g, ≈600 seeds

GREENS, ASIAN

(Brassica rapa)

CH1 GRANAT Cert. BD/OG 60 days. Makes 12 in. high, slender yet solid compact heads. Its crisp mild leaves are
delicious in stir fries or delicious winter salad. Grown by BH. ≈9,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.25 g, ≈60 seeds M $6.00=1 g, ≈300 seeds LG $11.00=3.5 g, ≈1000 seeds
GR1 KOMATSUNA (Spinach Mustard) Cert. BD/OG 45 days. Tender mild glossy dark-green leaves up to 12 in.
long. Sown like spinach, but germinates more quickly, especially in a cold season. Does not have oxalic acid as is
found in regular spinach, making it prefered by some people to regular spinach. Grown by NB. ≈12,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.5 g, ≈200 seeds M $6.00=0.25 oz., ≈3000 seeds LG $9.00=0.5 oz., ≈6000 seeds
NEW! GR7 MUSTARD, OSAKA (Brassica juncea) Cert. BD/OG 80 days. Large round purple-veined leaves with
mild mustard flavor. Good in salad or mixed into a stir fry. Winters over in mild areas. ≈12,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.5 g, ≈200 seeds M $6.00=2 g, ≈1600 seeds LG $15.00=0.5 oz., ≈6000 seeds
GR5 PAC CHOI, PRIZE (Brassica rapa) Cert. BD/OG 50 days. Heavy upright vase-shaped rosettes of tender
dark-green spoon-shaped leaves on thick solid-white stems. Grown by NB. ≈12,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈440 seeds M $6.00=4 g, ≈1500 seeds LG $15.00=0.5 oz., ≈6000 seeds XL $27.00=2 oz.

KALE & COLLARDS
KALE

(Brassica oleracea) ~7,000 seeds/oz.

~7,000 seeds/oz.

KA3 LACINATO KALE Cert. BD/OG 62 days. Blue-green lance-shaped leaves. Traditional Italian variety used for
Minestrone Soup. Good for bunching.
S $3.00=0.5 g, ≈100 seeds M $6.00=2 g, ≈400 seeds LG $11.00=5 g, ≈1000 seeds XL $15.00=14 g, ≈350
0 seeds
KA4 LERCHENZUNGEN GREEN (LARK'S TOUNGUE) Cert. BD/OG Good frost hardy variety according to
Biodynamic growers in Northern Germany. Finely curled narrow, slightly drooping leaves with good flavor. Cultivation
instructions: Sow inside for early spring crop or fro early summer; set out 10-12 wks before frost. For Fall kale: direct
seed late June, 2"apart, thin to 8". Grown by BH.

S $3.00=1 g, ≈220 seeds M $6.00=3 g, ≈640 seeds LG $15.00=0.5 oz., ≈3500 seeds
KA8 RED RUSSIAN KALE (Brassica napus) Cert. BD/OG 55 days. Frilled tender purple-veined deeply lobed
oak-shaped leaves. Tender, mild, in summer & more colorful, sweeter after frost. Grown by ORG.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈220 seeds M $6.00=5 g, ≈1000 seeds
KA1 RUFFLES KALE (aka Half-high curly or halbhoher) Cert. BD/OG 60 days. A high yielding variety with a
medium level of frost resistance. Dark green, ruffled, medium sized leaves. Good taste. Sping crops: begin early
inside and set out after about 5 weeks. Kale can take light frosts which improves flavor. For fall crops: direct seed in
late June, 2' apart in rows 18-30" apart. Thin to 8". Transplants: Start early summer. set out 10-12 weeks before frost.
Overwinters in mild climates for winter and early spring greens. Grown by BH.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈220 seeds M $6.00=5 g, ≈1000 seeds LG $11.50=0.5 oz., ≈3500 seeds

KOHLRABI

(Brassica oleracea) ~6,500 seeds/oz.

NEW! KR3 AZURE STAR Cert. BD/OG 58 days. Early bulbs with a deep bluish-purple hue. Smooth crisp sweet
white interior. ≈6,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.25 g, ≈35 seeds M $6.50=1 g, ≈200 seeds LG $14.00=3.5 g, ≈700 seeds XL $22.00=7 g, ≈1400
seeds
SALE! KR1 LANRO Cert. BD/OG 56 days. The most wonderfully adaptive we know of, with a delicious flavor,
texture and NEVER woody. Reliable early 7-10 oz. green Kohlrabi with tender white flesh For spring or fall harvest
and with a transplanting in August in Nebraska, can be stored into the winter! Ready in 8 weeks from setting out. Sow
indoors 4-6 weeks before setting out, 3-4 per inch, " deep, At true leaf stage prick out to 1" spacing between plants.
Set out after danger of hard frost. Sow every 10-14 days for a continuous supply. Also can be sown in August through
September and stored to provide kohlrabi in early winter. ≈6,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00≈40 seeds, ≈40 seeds M $6.50=1 g, ≈200 seeds LG $14.00=3.5 g, ≈700 seeds XL $45.00=0.5 oz.,
≈3200 seeds
NEW! KR2 SUPERSCHMELZ Cert. BD/OG 60 days. Sow late spring for fresh fall harvest of large tender and
amazingly sweet bulbs. Stores well for winter. Cul;tivation Instructions: Sow inside in mid May, 3-4 per inch, " deep.
Transplant outside 4-6 weeks later 12-15"spacing, fall harvest. Grown by BH. ≈6,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.2 g, ≈40 seeds M $6.25=1 g, ≈220 seeds

LEEKS

(Allium porrum) ~10,000 seeds/oz.

LK2 BLEU DE SOLAIZE Cert. BD/OG HEIRLOOM from . France dating back to the 19th century. Overwintering
medium long shanks with a blue green tinge after the winter. We liked this leek and it did well in our outrageous 2012
summer even with temperatures soaring to 105 degrees. Then we had temps of -20 F stored in our unheated
greenhouse. Cultivation directions: Sow inside 8-10 weeks before setting out, 1" apart and " deep. Transplant
outdoors in late spring when pencil thick 6" apart, in rows 24" apart. Hill plants with soil 2 or 3 times during season.
Grown by NB. ≈10,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.5 g, sows 20 ft., ≈150 seeds M $6.00=3 g, 80 ft., ≈600 seeds LG $11.00=0.25 oz., 300 ft., ≈2400
seeds XL $30.00=1 oz.
LK3 HALDOR Cert. BD/OG Hardy variety going into the edge of winter with longer stem with a larger proportion of
white; dark, bluegreen and upright leaf placement. Only a slight tendency to form bulbs. Limited frost resistance Can
be harvested from October to December. Grown by BH. ≈10,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.3 g, sows 15 ft., ≈100 seeds
LK1 KING RICHARD Cert. BD/OG 75 days. Fast-growing summer leek. The thick white shafts can reach 12 in. in
length. Light-green upright leaves, mild flavor. Sow inside 8-10 weeks before setting out, 1" apart and " deep.
Transplant outdoors in late spring when pencil thick 6" apart, in rows 24" apart. Hill plants with soil 2 or 3 times during
season. Grown by NB. ≈10,000 seeds/oz.

S $3.00=0.5 g, sows 20 ft., ≈150 seeds M $6.00=3 g, 80 ft., ≈600 seeds LG $11.00=0.25 oz., 300 ft., ≈2400
seeds
NEW! LK4 KING SIEG Cert. BD/OG We are interested to offer this new work of art bred by Beth Rasgorshek of
Canyon Bounty in Idaho. King Richard leek crossed with Siegfried Frost leek to produce a blue green type with
medium long thick shanks and perhaps more hardiness than King Richard which is a summer leek. Grown by NB.
S $3.00=0.5 g, sows 20 ft., ≈150 seeds M $6.00=3 g, 80 ft., ≈600 seeds LG $11.00=0.25 oz., 300 ft., ≈2400
seeds

LETTUCE

(Lactuca sativa) ~24,000 seeds/oz.

LETTUCE, ROMAINE
LT8 CIMMARON Cert. BD/OG 65 days. HEIRLOOM . Antique, deep red, almost burgundy Romaine lettuce dating
from the 18th century with large loose heads. Grown by NB.
S $3.00=0.5 g, sows 25 ft., ≈400 seeds M $8.00=4 g, 200 ft., ≈3200 seeds LG $14.00=0.5 oz., 660 ft., ≈1200
0 seeds
LT3 KALURA Cert. BD/OG 57 days. Very large Cos-type green Romaine. Great taste and good heat tolerance.
1/8 gram sown in a greenhouse and transplanted will produce 25-50 heads of lettuce. Grown as a head it can be
harvested young crisp with a closed light head or later with a heavy succulent and crisp giant head. Customers are
wowed either way! Sorry we did not photograph it. We harvested hundreds of them for our CSA and people are
anxious for spring so they can taste them again. Grown by NB.
S $3.00≈200 seeds, sows 6 ft., ≈200 seeds M $5.00=1.5 g, ≈1200 seeds LG $9.00=7 g, ≈6000 seeds

LETTUCE, BATAVIAN (FRENCH CRISP)
LT2 DEER TONGUE, GREEN Cert. BD/OG 50 days. HEIRLOOM from . Dark green leaf lettuce matures to petite
tight cylindrical heads with crisp creamy yellow hearts surrounded by long pointed outer leaves. It is delicious cut in
half and drizzled with garlic salad dressing. Best in spring and autumn plantings. Transplants: Sow 3/in. cover with
soil LIGHTLY. Prick out to 1 apart when true leaves appear. Set outside 9-12 apart. Grown by NB.
S $3.00=0.5 g, sows 25 ft., ≈400 seeds M $7.50=4 g, 200 ft., ≈3200 seeds LG $13.00=0.5 oz., 660 ft., ≈1200
0 seeds XL $22.00=1 oz., 1320 ft., ≈24000 seeds
LTB VICTORIA Cert. BD/OG 55 days. Batavian type with heavy upright heads, dark-green leaves and a good
thick heart in the center. Good holding power in heat, yet hardy. For spring through late fall. Grown by NB.
S $3.00=0.5 g, ≈400 seeds M $6.00=4 g, ≈1600 seeds LG $12.00=0.25 oz., ≈3000 seeds XL $20.00=0.5 o
z., ≈12000 seeds

LETTUCE, BUTTERHEAD/BIBB
SALE! LT1 MIKOLA Cert. BD/OG 49 days. Medium sized Butterhead with succulent inner core and slightlyruffled outer leaves with light purple tinge on the edges. Does well in summer heat. Easy to grow and dependable for
market gardeners. Grown by NB.
S $3.00=0.5 g, sows 25 ft., ≈400 seeds M $6.00=4 g, 200 ft., ≈3200 seeds LG $13.00=0.5 oz., 660 ft., ≈1200
0 seeds 1+ oz. $20.00/ oz. bulk rate

LETTUCE, LOOSE-LEAF
LT9 NEW RED FIRE Cert. BD/OG 45 days. Dark-red leaf lettuce, ruffled leaves, semi-heading, slow to bolt, holds
its color well under difficult conditions. Grown by NB.
S $3.00=0.5 g, ≈400 seeds M $5.00=2 g, ≈1600 seeds LG $11.50=0.25 oz., ≈6000 seeds

SALE! LT6 RED TINGED WINTER (Lattughino) Cert. BD/OG 60 days. Hardy to -5 F. Fall plant for early spring
heads. Gets bitter in hot weather. Great for overwintering. Good for heads or for cutting for salad mix. First lettuce
ready in the spring if sown or transplanted outside in autumn or in a greenhouse in winter. Great for a year round
CSA offering! Our members can hardly wait for this in the early spring along with the overwintered spinach. Grown by
NB.
S $3.00=0.5 g, sows 25 ft., ≈400 seeds M $7.50=4 g, 200 ft., ≈3200 seeds LG $14.00=0.5 oz., 660 ft., ≈1200
0 seeds XL $24.00=1 oz., 1320 ft., ≈24000 seeds

LETTUCE, OAK LEAF
NEW! LTO3 PASHA Cert. BD/OG Beautiful oak leaf yet rounded leaves to give it a very dignified appearance.
Very beautiful heads at the market and in salads as well as delectable!
S $3.00≈100 seeds LG $7.75=1 g, ≈800 seeds
NEW! LTO4 STRUBEL PETER Cert. BD/OG HEIRLOOM from Switzerland . Strubel Peter refers to a story first
published in 1845 about boy with curly and unruly hair 'adventuring' through his life.. Nevertheless, we find this good
tasting green oak leaf though curly leafed, decidely neat and trim looking as well as delicious!.
S $3.00≈100 seeds M $7.50=1 g, ≈800 seeds
OL2 YEAR ROUND BRONZE OAK Cert. BD/OG 40-45 days. This delicious oak leaf variety was developed by
Harald Hoven out of Lingue de Canarino. It forms large, sweet, fast-growing heads that are late to bolt. Transplants:
Sow 3/in. cover with soil LIGHTLY. Prick out to 1 apart when true leaves appear. Set outside 9-12 apart. Grown by
RG.
S $3.00=0.5 g, sows 25 ft., ≈400 seeds M $6.00=4 g, 200 ft., ≈3200 seeds LG $12.00=0.5 oz., 660 ft., ≈1200
0 seeds XL $20.00=1 oz., 1320 ft., ≈24000 seeds

MELONS / CANTALOUPES

(Cucumis melo) ~1100 seeds/oz.

ME1 DELICIOUS 51 PMR Cert. BD/OG 82 days. A northern variety with powdery mildew resistance bred in by Dr
Munger and the team at Cornell Univ. Early 4-5 lb. round-oval fruit, well netted with sweet salmon-orange flesh.
Excellent flavor and texture. The green line just inside the skin is an indication of a sweet cantaloupe. People line up
at our farmer's market to buy this wonderful tasting variety. Sow after all danger of frost is past and soil is warm, 1/2"
deep in rows 4'-6' apart, thinning to 12" apart, or in hills 4'-6' apart, 3 seeds/hill. Transplants: Start indoors 3 weeks
before last frost at 80-90 F. Grown by NB. ≈1,150 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈35 seeds M $5.50=0.25 oz., ≈275 seeds LG $8.40=1 oz., ≈1100 seeds 4+ oz. $7.50/ oz. bul
k rate 1 lb $60.00
ME3 ICE CREAM, GREEN FLESHED (GREEN MACHINE) Cert. BD/OG 80 days. Sweet, prolific light green
fleshed melon bred by Merl Neidens. . It is a cross between heirloom Jenny Lind and Kansas melon varieties.The
flesh is green with orange on the very inside next to the seed cavity. According to Biodynamic grower Steven Adams,
the flavor is absolutely exquisite: It's terrifically sweet and, has a very soft, smooth texture. For Steven in Wisconsin, it
produced 20-25 fruits per moderate vine. ≈1,150 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈35 seeds M $7.00=0.25 oz., ≈250 seeds LG $9.00=1 oz., ≈1000 seeds
ME2 SHARLYN Cert. BD/OG 95 days. Sometimes considered a honeydew, Sharlyn's oval fruits are somewhat
netted when mature. Juicy pale green flesh has a great flavor. California grower Harald Hoven says it performs best
in milder climates with a sweet smell as well as taste, Grown by RG. ≈1,150 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈30 seeds M $6.00=0.25 oz., ≈250 seeds LG $10.00=1 oz., ≈1100 seeds 2+ oz. $8.00/ oz. b
ulk rate

OKRA

(Abelmoschus esculentus) ~475 seeds/oz.

SALE! OK1 CLEMSON SPINELESS Cert. BD/OG 60 days. HEIRLOOM from . Heirloom from 1939 All American
selections. Hardy type for the north! Tall plants with large flowers followed in 5 days by tender pods that keep
producing until frost. Harvest every 2-3 days when 2" long. Pod tips will snap off if tender and bend if woody. Pods

are great in soups or stews. Grown by Lunquist CSA Biodynamic Farm in eastern Nebraska Grown by EL. ≈500
seeds/oz.
S $3.00=3 g, ≈48 seeds LG $11.00=1 oz., ≈475 seeds 2+ oz. $5.00/ oz. bulk rate
SHIPPING INCLUDED IN BULK PRICE

ONIONS

(Allium cepa) ~6,500 seeds/oz.

ON1 BENNIE'S RED Cert. BD/OG 108 days. Very good round storage onion with deep purple-red skin and
pinkish-white interior. From our select seed stock. We are working to bring back this excellent Long-day variety.
Grown by AM. ≈6,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈200 seeds M $5.00=4 g, ≈800 seeds LG $10.00=14 g, ≈3000 seeds XL $18.00=1 oz., ≈6500
seeds
ON2 CLEAR DAWN Cert. BD/OG 105 days. Mid-sized yellow storage onion selected 18 generations for high
quality, long storage and uniformity by Biodynamic market gardeners. Grown by NB. ≈6,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈200 seeds M $5.00=4 g, ≈800 seeds LG $12.00=0.5 oz., ≈3200 seeds 1 oz. $17.00=≈6500
seeds 2+ oz. $14.50/ oz. bulk rate 1 lb $185.00
ON3 GIANT ZITTAU Ecologically Grown 100-110 days. Delicious, yellow 4-5 inch semi-globe with excellent
storage quality for Pacific Northwest. Beautiful golden skin. Sow spring, or in mild climates autumn. Grown in Oregon
by long time Biodynamic gardener, Heike Eubanks. Zittau has been identified as both short day and intermediate day
onion. Heike Marie has been farming with Biodynamic methods at the acreage where Zittau was grown for over 30
years! ≈6,500 seeds/oz.
S $2.50=1 g M $4.00=4 g
SALE! ON4 ITALIAN RED TORPEDO Cert. OG 95 days. Spindle shaped onion with a sweet, mild flavor. Matures
early! Intermediate-day variety. Start in fall in mild climates. Great onion to take up the slack at the farmer's market
before the storage onion types are done growing and ready to offer. Not storage type. Grown by NB. ≈6,500
seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈200 seeds M $5.00=4 g, ≈800 seeds LG $10.00=1 oz., ≈6000 seeds
SALE! ON6 ROSA DI MILANO Cert. BD/OG HEIRLOOM from Itatly. Beautiful red storage onion flat shoulders
and inner red and white layers. harvest end of August, Stores into March of following year.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈200 seeds M $5.00=4 g, ≈800 seeds LG $10.00=0.5 oz., ≈3200 seeds 1 oz. $13.00=≈6500
seeds
SALE! ON5 VALENCIA Cert. BD/OG 115 days. Workhorse variety for our year round CSA here in Nebraska!!!
Five starsLarge yellow-brown globes, very quick to size up and around 3/4 pound per onion. This Utah strain of
yellow sweet Spanish onion holds in storage through March for us in Nebraska. For all onions: Sow early as soil can
be worked, 1/4" deep, 1 to 3 seeds per inch in rows 12"-18" apart. Thin at 3" high to 2" apart and again when 6" high
to 4" apart. Transplants: start indoors in late winter and set out 4" apart in early spring. ≈6,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈200 seeds M $5.00=4 g, ≈800 seeds LG $11.75=0.5 oz., ≈3250 seeds XL $19.00=1 oz., ≈65
00 seeds

SCALLIONS

(Allium fistulosum)

SH1 DUTCH GOLD BULBS (french froglegs) Cert. BD/OG These shallot bulbs can be planted either in the later
autumn or early spring spring to produce very early scallions. Keeping them in the ground later than spring will result
in them forming shallot bulbs or the next year's shallots. Wondeful flavor early in salads or lovely carmelized in any
cooked dish. Grown by NB.
S $23.99=1 lb M $84.45=5 lb LG $135.00=10 lb XL $269.75=25 lb
NEW! SN2 EVERGREEN HARDY BUNCHING Cert. BD/OG 60-120 days. For early spring transplants or direct
seed for fall harvest. Can be overwintered down to - 40 F for spring harvest. Grown by SA. ≈12,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈440 seeds M $7.50=0.5 oz., ≈6000 seeds LG $15.00=2 oz., ≈25000 seeds

NEW! SN3 FLAGPOLE Cert. BD/OG Blue-green leaves, Flagpole scallions if given space can grow to 2 feet tall
with a substantial base around 1/2 inch wide. If planted tightly they are like most other scallions but somewhat taller.
Grown by NB. ≈12,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈440 seeds M $6.00=4 g, ≈1700 seeds LG $10.00=0.5 oz., ≈6000 seeds
SN1 ISHIKURA Cert. BD/OG 65-75 days. Long day Japanese bunching onion with blue-green leaves and long
single 12"-24" scallion stalks. Winter hardy. Grown by NB. ≈12,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.5 g, ≈200 seeds M $7.00=2 g, ≈800 seeds

PARSLEY

(Petroselinum crispum) ~16,000 seeds/oz.

PA1 MOSS CURLED, FOREST GREEN Cert. BD/OG 75 days. Vigorous, productive compact 12 in. tall plants with
dark-green finely-cut, deeply-curled leaves. A high-yielding uniform strain. In the begging, can take 2-3 weeks to
germinate. Cultivation Instructions: Can be planted at all times of year but germinates best in the cooler time. Best
sown directly into soil outside spring or autumn. Keep well watered. Do not let it dry out until signs of germination
around 2-3 weeks. From transplanting, roots tend to rot later in the season that is why it is best to sow direct outside.
Parsley is winter hardy even in cold climates. However it is a bienniel so early in the spring, the leaves can be
harvested but later in the spring the parsley plants shoot to seed. Grown by NB. ≈14,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈450 seeds

PARSNIPS

(Pastinaca sativa) ~5,000 seeds/oz.

PN3 AROMATA Cert. BD/OG Smooth texture and sweet. Roots are not real long so a bit easier to harrvest than
the cobham morrow. ≈6,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, sows 15 ft.
PN1 COBHAM IMPROVED MARROW Cert. BD/OG 120 days. High quality smooth tapered white roots with high
sugar content and a mild coconut flavor. Cultivation instructions:Sow early to mid-spring 1/2" deep, 3 seeds per inch
in rows 15"-18" apart. Thin to 3"-4" apart. Keep moist until seedlings emerge, which may take 3 weeks. Harvest in fall
or overwinter for early spring harvest. If allowed to overwinter they become very sweet!!! Grown by NB. ≈6,000
seeds/oz.
S $3.00=2 g, sows 30 ft., ≈400 seeds M $6.00=7 g, 100 ft., ≈1400 seeds LG $11.50=0.5 0.5
oz., 200 ft., ≈2800 seeds

PEAS

~125 seeds/oz

SNAP PEAS

(Pisum sativum)

SP1 SUGAR LODE Cert. BD/OG 65 days. Pods sweeten slowly and gradually have an excellent sugary flavor in
the fully developed pods. Eat the whole pod!!! No shelling needed. Plants hold up well in heat..Good yields! Plant 1
inch deep and 2 inches apart. Peas can tolerate frost and snow! Grown by NB.
S $3.00=0.5 oz., sows 5 ft., ≈60 seeds M $5.00=2 oz., 20 ft., ≈240 seeds LG $20.00=1 lb, ≈1920 seeds 2 l
b $30.00=≈3840 seeds

SNOW PEAS

(Pisum sativum)

SP6 AMBROSIA Cert. BD/OG Snow pea, short plants with delicious snow peas so no need to trellis.
S $3.00=1 oz. M $12.00=1 lb
SP4 NORLI Cert. BD/OG HEIRLOOM from .Switzerland. Short vined snow pea which do not need to be trellised.
Grown by NB.
S $3.00=1 oz. M $6.00=4 oz. LG $15.00=1 lb

NEW! PP2 SCHWEIZER RIESEN (Swiss Giant) Cert. BD/OG 70 days. An old Swiss HEIRLOOM with large,
tender, tasty snow pea. The most delicious snow pea we have ever eaten. 5 ft. purple-flowered vines need trellising.
Harvest when the peas are fat inside pod and use whole podthen the sweetest. Sow seeds outdoors 4 to 6 weeks
before last spring frost, when soil temperature reaches between 40- 45 degrees F. Plant 1 inch deep and 2 inches
apart. Peas can tolerate frost and snow! Grown by NB.
S $3.00=0.5 oz., sows 5 ft., ≈125 seeds M $9.00=4 oz., 40 ft. LG $19.00=1 lb, ≈2000 seeds XL $32.00=2 l
b

PEPPERS

Averages 4,000 seeds/oz.

SWEET PEPPERS

(Capsicum annuum)

S =0.5 g, ≈55 seeds M =4 g, ≈400 seeds LG =0.25 oz., ≈850 seeds
NEW! PS6 EARLY RED SWEET Cert. BD/OG Delicate thin-walled medium-small Bell-type fruit. Turns red long
before other bell peppers.
S $3.00
ps5 CORNO DI TORO (BULL'S HORN) Cert. BD/OG Tapering fruits are 8 in long and narrow, often with the slight
bull horn curve for which they are named, with deep crimson red color when fully ripe. Plants are very vigorous with
an excellent upright habit. Upright habit 8-10 fruits.
S $3.00
PS1 JIMMY NARDELLO Cert. BD/OG 78 days. The 4-8 inch narrow sweet fruit with thin walls are a wonderful
treat raw or cooked. Jimmy Nardello's mother brought this variety with her from Italy to the U.S. in 1887. Germ is 66
percent so there will a bit extra in your packets so we have lowered the price on larger amounts.. Grown by NB.
25+ g $3.00/ 0.5 g bulk rate M $8.50=2 g, ≈200 seeds LG $15.00
SALE! PS2 KING OF THE NORTH Cert. BD/OG 68 days. Wonderful sweet pepper with deep green bells, thickwalled. This variety's peppers are one of the earlier ones to turn red with plants able to bare 4-9 red peppers at a time
while they are ripening to red . Sturdy cold tolerant plants. We selected it for years toward higher production and
disease resistance. Cultivation: Sow indoors 4 seeds/in", " deep at 80-90 F, 8 weeks before transplanting outside.
Prick out seedlings to 2"-3" apart when true leaves appear. Set outside after hardening off when soil is warm. and
frost is past, 12"-18" apart in rows 24"-36" apart. Grown by NB.
S $3.00 M $8.50 LG $12.00 1 oz. $48.00=≈3500 seeds
SP3 SULLIVAN'S ITALIAN FRYING Cert. BD/OG 90 days. Prolific plants laden with 9 in. thin-walled tapering
fruits that mature to brilliant red, or in occasional plants to bright yellow. Grown by LD.
S $3.00 M $8.50 LG $15.00

HOT PEPPERS

(Capsicum annuum)

HP2 JALAPENO Cert. BD/OG 70 days. Early and productive strain. Very meaty, thick walls. 2 in. sausage shaped
fruits are deep green ripening to bright red. Mildly hot.
S $3.00≈25 seeds, ≈25 seeds M $6.00=1 g, ≈100 seeds LG $15.00=4 g, ≈400 seeds

PUMPKINS

(Cucurbita pepo)

PU2 PUMPKIN, STYRIAN, NAKED-SEEDED Cert. BD/OG 90-120 days. HEIRLOOM known from Styrian area
in Austria where they are pressed for oil . Large, green/orange striped pumpkin grown for its seeds. Seeds are
delicious eaten raw or pressed for oil, or press for oil. Flesh can be used for soups but is also good for animals for
animals. Extract the seeds from the pumpkins, rinse and dry seeds carefi;;u on racks. ≈150 seeds/oz.
S $3.00≈25 seeds M $7.00=0.5 oz. LG $18.00=2 oz. 8+ oz. $8.00/ oz. bulk rate

RADISHES

(Raphanus sativus) ~2,500 seeds/oz.

RD1 BLACK STORAGE Cert. BD/OG 60-80 days. HEIRLOOM from time of pyrramids, brought to the Americas in
the 1500s. Large, 3-6 in. round roots with deep-black skin, solid white flesh. Sow near the summer solstice for winter
storage and then enjoy all winter long. Good for winter tonic as a salad or adding to a pot of beans helps to curb
flatulence. Grown by LH. ≈2,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=2 g, ≈150 seeds M $6.00=0.5 oz., ≈1250 seeds LG $18.00=2 oz., ≈5000 seeds 4+ oz. $7.50/ oz.
bulk rate
RD3 DAIKON, MIYASHIGE Cert. BD/OG Juicy and flavorful, can be used fresh in salads, cooked in vegetable
dishes, pickled, used in kim chee, or grated and mixed with ginger and soy sauce to make a dip. Also used as a
tenacious cover crop. Usually harvested when 12 in. long and 2-3 in. in diameter, though it will grow much
larger! ≈2,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=2 g, ≈150 seeds
SALE! RD2 SORA Cert. BD/OG 28 days. Early spring as soon as the soil can be worked since radishes can
stand some frost. For radishes in 28 days. Consistent in size with good taste. Best sown when it is cool. Sow every
10 days for a continuous supply. Can be sown in the early autunn too. Can get quite large without sponginess. Sow
I/2" deep and 1" apart in rows 6"-12" apart. ≈2,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=4 g, sows 10 ft., ≈350 seeds M $6.25=1 oz., 80 ft., ≈2500 seeds LG $9.80=2 oz., 150 ft., ≈5000 see
ds XL $33.00=8 oz.

RUTABAGA
NEW! RT1 JOAN Cert. BD/OG Joan is a rutabaga which is like a turnip but it is yellow orange and stores all winter
long. Joan is in fact one of the best rutabagas for flavor and over all texture. Sow outside beginning in July at least 50
days before your first autumn frost and keep moist until germintated in the summer heat. Thin to 3 inches in rows at
least 12 inches apart. Grown by NB. ≈7,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈200 seeds M $6.00=4 g, ≈800 seeds LG $10.00=14 g, ≈6000 seeds XL $15.00=1 oz., ≈1200
0 seeds 4+ oz. $12.00/ oz. bulk rate
NEW! RT2 WILHELMSBERGER SWEDE Cert. BD/OG An heirloom type of rutabaga from Europe. Hardy down to
24 degrees F.Sow outside begin in July or at least 50 days before your first fall frost.Keep moist until germed in the
summer heat. Thin. Grown by BH. ≈7,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈200 seeds M $6.00=4 g

SHALLOTS
SH1 DUTCH GOLD BULBS (french froglegs) Cert. BD/OG There are two ways to use these shallots. First
possibility: You can plant them in the autumn or spring for early scalloions and harvest. Scallions from Shallot bulbs
are ready to harvest in early spring so they bridge the need for onions well. Second possibility is harvesting the bulbs
in the autumn, and using them through the winter. Dutch Gold has a beautiful golden copper skin which protects the
sweetest flavor of one of the longest storing shallots available. Whenever I use these shallots in scrambled eggs my
friends say these are the best scrambled eggs I have ever eaten. Let me tell you; Its not the eggs! These shallots
bring alive any dish in which you use them, says biodynamic/organic grower Brian Wickert who was the original
source for these shallots.. Plant in early spring, harvest in July. Or plant in the autumn and harvest as early spring
scallion-like shallots. They size up very fast in the spring and are like spring scallions. Plant 2 bulbs per foot for larger
bulbs and space rows 18-24 inches apart. On the average, this year there are approximately 50 bulbs per pound.
Plant the sets 1 inch deep with root plate down if possible. However, adequate yields can be obtained from randomly
dropping the planting stock. Use 200-300 lb of planting stock per acre. They may be planted in fall1 diameter at
harvest. Allow to dry and cure in bins or netted sacks under cover. Under proper storage conditions they will last for
5-7 months. Grown by NB.
S $23.99=1 lb M $84.45=5 lb LG $135.00=10 lb XL $269.75=25 lb

SPINACH

(Spinacia oleracea) ~2,150 seeds/oz.

SS2 ABUNDANT Cert. BD/OG A spinach variety adapted to organic farming conditions that is slow bolting and
cold-hardy, and has upright growth habit and deeply savoyed (crinkled) dark green leaves. From research of Organic
Seed Alliance. ≈2,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=2 g M $5.00=7 g LG $10.50=2 oz.
S1 BUTTERFLAY Cert. BD/OG 45 days. Vigorous early spinach with medium dark-green savoyed leaves and a
full rich flavor. Quick-growing and late-bolting. Very dependable in the spring and has overwintered nicely here in
Nebraska with protection of hay bales to the north of the bed. Temperatures here can be -30 below F this past winter
and it still overwintered. It rivals many hybrid varieties because it is from Biodynamic breeding and selection in
Switzerland and Germany. Cultivation instructions: Very early springlant successions every 7-10 days, 1/2" deep and
1" apart in rows 12"-15" apart. For fall and winter sow late summer until 6 weeks before 20 F nights. For 25 pounds or
more, call for prices. Grown by BH. ≈2,150 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=4 g, sows 30 ft., ≈300 seeds 1 oz. $5.00=200 ft., ≈2000 seeds 25 lb $500.00 4 oz. $10.00=800 ft.,
≈8000 seeds 1 lb $36.00=3200 ft., ≈128000 seeds 5+ lb $29.00/ lb bulk rate
GR1 KOMATSUNA (Spinach Mustard) Cert. BD/OG 45 days. NOT in the Spinach family. Tender mild glossy
dark-green leaves up to 12 in. long. Sown like spinach, but germinates more quickly, especially in a cold season.
Does not have oxalic acid as is found in regular spinach, making it prefered by some people to regular spinach.
Grown by NB. ≈12,500 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.5 g, ≈200 seeds M $6.00=0.25 oz., ≈3000 seeds LG $9.00=0.5 oz., ≈6000 seeds

SUMMER SQUASH

(Cucrbita pepo)

NEW! ZU3 RHEINAU GOLD ZUCCHINI Cert. BD/OG Gold zucchini squash selected by the Biodynamic Seed
Company in Rheinau Switzerland. Thick flesh and skin., with very good flavor. Does throw about 5 percent green
zucchinis. They sell very well at the farmer's market here in Nebraska. People like their texture too. Grown by
NB. ≈250 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=2 g, ≈15 seeds M $6.00=1 oz., ≈250 seeds 1 lb $60.00
SS2 VERDE CHIARO D'ITALIA Cert. BD/OG 48 days. Light green Italian zucchini with cylindrical fruit which are
early and productive with a good taste. Abundant blossom production as well. Grown by RG. ≈250 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.125 oz., ≈25 seeds M $6.00=0.5 oz., ≈100 seeds LG $9.00=1 oz., ≈250 seeds
SS1 ZUCCHINI DARK GREEN SELECT Cert. BD/OG 52 days. This open pollinated zuchini performs as well if not
better than the hybrids we have trialed. Our Dark Green Select is is very green and has been a constant at our
farmer's market every summer. While sucession plantinngs can be done, our dark green lasts until the first hard frost
in September or October. We personally selected this variety for field resistance in the difficult wet climates of eastern
US where there cucumber beetles bring bacteria wilt. Our work is inspired by Raoul Robinson, a stellar Canadian
breeder who wrote "RETURN TO RESISTANCE". Our selected strain of this zucchini is dark green, with smooth fruits
and firm white flesh with good taste raw or cooked. We rely on Dark Green's production for our farmer's market here
in Nebraska all season long. Grown by NB. ≈250 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.125 oz., ≈25 seeds M $6.00=1 oz., ≈250 seeds 8+ oz. $4.50/ oz. bulk rate 1 lb $40.00

WINTER SQUASH

(Cucurbita spp.)

WS2 ACORN, SWEET REBA Cert. BD/OG One of the best of the bush acorns. High yielding green-skinned (4-5
fruits/plant) with a good sweet flavor. Bred by Cornell University. Resistant Early Bush Acorn (REBA) lives up to its
name as it yields well even in wet climates where disease challenges abound for the pepo types of squash. Does
great in our semi-arid climate too. Grown by NB. ≈312 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.125 oz., ≈35 seeds M $7.00=0.5 oz., ≈150 seeds LG $13.00=1 oz., ≈300 seeds 2+ oz. $9.50/ oz
. bulk rate
NEW! MX1 BLUE BALLET JSS SELECT Cert. BD/OG Delicious and the best of the small hubbard types with
deep orange flesh and Blue-green skin. Fits easily into the oven and stores into late spring Very delicious. Bred by
Johnny's Selected Seeds. We are grateful to have permission from JSS to grow this variety out Biodynamically. If you
plan to grow this for seed production, we recommend that you speak with Rob Johnstan at Johnny's Select Seeds to

ask permission. It is always best to ask the breeder for permission for stock seed since makes sure to keep the seed
variety uncontaminated. ≈85 seeds/oz.
S $3.00≈10 seeds, sows 10 ft. M $11.00=1 oz., 85 ft., ≈85 seeds
WS8 BUTTERNUT (C. moschata) Cert. BD/OG 100 days. Long, light-tan bottle shaped winter storage variety.
Finely-grained golden-orange flesh is deliciously sweet and good for pie. For US east coast growers, most resistant
squash-type to bacterial wilt. Sow outside in rows or hills after danger of frost is past and soil has warmed, sow 1/2"1" deep, 4" apart in rows 6'-8' apart, thinning to 1' between plants, or plant 3-5 seeds per hill in hills 5'-6' apart. Grown
by RG. ≈300 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=3 g, ≈35 seeds M $6.50=0.5 oz., ≈150 seeds LG $9.00=1 oz., ≈300 seeds
NEW! SALE! WSP1 DELICATA (C. pepo) Cert. BD/OG 100 days. 7-9x3 in. light tan oblong cylindrical fruit with
green/orange stripes. Creamy sweet orange flesh. Short term storage. Delicious!.Sow outside in rows or hills after
danger of frost is past and soil has warmed, sow 1/2"-1" deep, 4" apart in rows 6'-8' apart, thinning to 1' between
plants, or plant 3-5 seeds per hill in hills 5'-6' apart. Grown by SA. ≈460 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=3 g, sows 25 ft., ≈50 seeds M $6.00=0.5 oz., 100 ft., ≈200 seeds LG $11.50=1 oz., 225 ft., ≈460 se
eds 2+ oz. $7.50/ oz. bulk rate 1 lb $44.00=3200 ft.
WS7 HONEYNUT (cucerbita moshata x maxima) Cert. BD/OG The rave reviews from our CSA customers of the
flavor were almost unanimous. These mini 4-5 inch butternut are very high in sugar content. They are green before
their ripening finishes then they turn a buff color just like their relative: .regular butternut squash. Not a storage type!
This is our first year growing them and we found that they stored only into December but they are definitely worth
having early in the autumn. Customers cannot get enough of them. Bred by Cornell University with some resistance
to powdery mildew which is prevalent in the eastern US. Sow outside in rows or hills after danger of frost is past and
soil has warmed, sow 1/2"-1" deep, 4" apart in rows 6'-8' apart, thinning to 1' between plants, or plant 3-5 seeds per
hill in hills 5'-6' apart. Grown by NB. ≈300 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=3 g, ≈30 seeds M $9.50=0.5 oz., ≈150 seeds LG $13.50=1 oz., ≈300 seeds
WS5 KINDRED ORANGE BUTTERCUP (C. maxima) Cert. BD/OG 90 days. Early buttercup with turbaned 3-5 Lb.
fruits ripening to a reddish-gold. Golden-yellow flesh. Vining plants. This petite buttercup is an optimum size for a two
person serving. Earliest ripening maxima squash that we know of. Has been sought by cold climate gardeners in
Alaska because it is one of the few varieties which will ripen there. Sow outside in rows or hills after danger of frost is
past and soil has warmed, sow 1/2"-1" deep, 4" apart in rows 6'-8' apart, thinning to 1' between plants, or plant 3-5
seeds per hill in hills 5'-6' apart. Grown by SA. ≈150 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=5 g, ≈25 seeds 1 oz. $7.00=≈150 seeds 4+ oz. $6.00/ oz. bulk rate
NEW! WS9 NUTTER BUTTER Cert. BD/OG Developed by High Mowing's Jodi Lew-Smith, it is a quick ripening
squash with a sweet nutty flavor and absolutely delicious. This is a great breeding feat. We asked for permission to
grow this wonderful squash to seed with Biodynamic methods. We recommend when someone has developed a new
variety that permission is asked from the developer if you want to do seed growing of the variety. This helps to
maintain what has developed in the particular variety.
S $3.00≈10 seeds, ≈10 seeds M $18.00=1 oz., ≈300 seeds LG $38.00=4 oz., ≈1200 seeds
WS6 RED KURI (C. maxima) Cert. BD/OG 95 days. Beautiful red-orange 5 pound tear-drop shaped fruits make a
colorful addition to the autumn harvest. Baked or in pies. Grown by RG. ≈150 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=4 g, ≈20 seeds M $6.00=0.5 oz., ≈75 seeds LG $9.00=1 oz., ≈150 seeds XL $45.00=1 lb, ≈2000 s
eeds 2+ oz. $6.50/ oz. bulk rate=≈300 seeds
WS1 STELLA BLUE Cert. BD/OG Its outstanding flavor and excellent storage through the whole winter stood out
in our squash trials last year. Deep thick orange flesh and light bluish green skin of 4-6 inch high, 10-12 inch wide
disks with litle or no buttoning on the base. Orignial seed from Bill Reynolds. Grown by NB. ≈85 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=8 g, ≈25 seeds M $6.50=1 oz., ≈150 seeds LG $12.00=2 oz., ≈300 seeds
NEW! SALE! WSP2 THELMA SAUNDERS (sweet potato) Cert. BD/OG 85-90 days. HEIRLOOM originally
from Thelma Sanders of Kirksville, Missouri. The seed was passed from Evert Pettit to Sue and Tom Knoche
who were Ohio squash collectors. . Blond skin and creamy golden flesh. Best tasting acorn ever, slightly larger
fruits and outstandingly prolific. Thelma herself state that this squash was better than sweet potatoes with its nutty
flavor Stores better than most acorns. Sow outside in rows or hills after danger of frost is past and soil has warmed,

sow 1/2"-1" deep, 4" apart in rows 4' to 6' apart, thinning to 1' between plants, or plant 3-5 seeds per hill in hills 4'-6'
apart. ≈250 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=5 g, ≈30 seeds M $6.00=1 oz., ≈250 seeds LG $19.00=4 oz., ≈1000 seeds XL $45.00=1 lb, ≈4000
seeds

SWISS CHARD

(Beta vulgaris) ~1,875 seeds/oz.

NEW! SC3 FEURIO Cert. BD/OG 60 days. Beautiful red stemmed chard in varied fiery red shades. Not as hardy
as the white stemmed varieties. Eat both the stem and the leaves. A good combination in egg and cheese dishes or
picked small and included in salads. ≈1,875 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈60 seeds M $7.00=4 g, ≈240 seeds LG $15.00=0.5 oz., ≈840 seeds XL $25.00=1 oz., ≈1800
seeds
SC2 GLATTER SILBER Cert. BD/OG 55 days. Vigorous, productive, high quality chard. Glossy succulent brightgreen leaves with 1 to 2 in. broad silver white stems. From the German Biodynamic seed company, it is a type of
chard not very well known here. The thick stem is delicious as well as the beautiful green leaves. Sow early to late
spring, , 1/2" deep, 8-10 seeds per foot in rows 18"-24" apart. Thin to 6". Transplants: start in doors 4-6 weeks before
setting out.. Swiss chard can take a very light frost but not a harder frosts or freezes! Grown by BH. ≈1,875 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=2 g, sows 15 ft., ≈120 seeds M $5.00=0.25 oz., 60 ft., ≈450 seeds LG $12.00=1 oz., 250 ft., ≈1875
seeds XL $16.00=2 oz.
SW1 RAINBOW Cert. BD/OG 60 days. Productive Chard originally from Australia with many shades of colored
stems: red, pink, white, yellow, orange, A real treat of color and chard flavor.Sow early to late spring, 1/2" deep, 8-10
seeds per foot in rows 18"-24" apart. Thin to 6". Transplants: start indoors 4-6 weeks before setting out. Grown by
NB. ≈1,875 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=2 g, sows 15 ft., ≈120 seeds M $5.00=0.25 oz., 60 ft., ≈450 seeds LG $12.00=1 oz., 250 ft., ≈1875
seeds 4+ oz. $10.00/ oz. bulk rate

TOMATILLO

(Physalis ixocarpa)

To1 DR WYCHE'S YELLOW Cert. BD/OG 65 days. [From Dr. John Wyche of Hugo, OK] An early tomatillo and
one of the sweetest. Heavy yields of 1 in. delicious yellow fruits.
S $3.00≈50 seeds M $5.00≈150 seeds

TOMATO

Averages 7000 seeds/oz.

NEW! TMP2 STREAK LIGHTNING Cert. BD/OG Red with yellow antique streaking ,slightly elongated fruit usually
with a tail make this new introduction from Wild Boar Farm in California very enticing. TASTE is the next surprise,
with a fruity and full tomato flavor, this tomato will definitely become a lasting variety to become an heirloom. Fruits
are around 3-4 ounces with a few going to 6 ounces. Both good sauce and fresh eating.. Cusomters at our farmer's
market always would buy them after tasting them. Grown by NB.
S $3.00≈15 seeds, ≈15 seeds M $8.00≈50 seeds, ≈50 seeds LG $15.00=1 g, ≈225 seeds

TOMATO, SLICING, RED
TM1 BERNER ROSE Cert. BD/OG 75 days. HEIRLOOM from Europe 8-10 oz fruits with glistening tender smooth
dark rose skin. Resists cracking on about 90 percent of the tomatoes. Outstanding flavor make it delicious in salads.
Cooks into a good red sauce. Good seller at the farmer's market. Indeterminant. Sow inside 6 wks before last frost at
80-90 F, " deep, 4 seeds/in. Prick out when 1" high to 2"-3" apart. Set out after danger of frost, 18"-24" apart in rows
4' apart. Stake or cage indeterminate varieties for best results. Grown by NB.
S $3.00=0.25 g, ≈50 seeds M $8.00=1 g, ≈225 seeds LG $10.00=0.125 oz., ≈900 seeds XL $15.00=0.5 oz.
, ≈3500 seeds 1 oz. $24.00=≈7000 seeds

TMS3 FIREWORKS Cert. BD/OG 70 days. Early red 6-12 oz. Fruits. Quick Determinant type yielding lots of red
fruit for about in a 3-5 week period.
S $3.00≈50 seeds LG $8.00≈200 seeds XL $20.00=0.25 oz., ≈1800 seeds
TM3 KATJE Cert. BD/OG 60 days. Early, large fruits up to 8 oz. taste similar to Brandywine types, but earlier
maturing. Our strain came from Adaptive Seeds who recommended it. We agree that its earliness and delicious flavor
make it a real winner. Our Friends at Seed Ambassadors say: "Pink 3-5" slicer tomato, very early and reliable.
Gorgeous and delicious, Originates in Sludjanka at the shores of lake Bajkal in Siberia, where it is grown outdoors. It
is not clear whether it was developed by Katarina Konovna Sviatova (Katja) herself, or if it is an old Russian
commercial variety, received from Sren Holt of Frsamlerne (Danish seed savers) who received it from the Sviatova
family in Siberia." Grown by NB.
S $3.00=0.125 g, ≈30 seeds M $8.00=1 g, ≈225 seeds LG $10.00=0.125 oz., ≈900 seeds
NEW! TMR1 MOSKVICH Cert. BD/OG 70 days. Early, smooth globe-shaped red fruit with small stem scar, 4-6
oz., smooth texture, rich taste, from Eastern Siberia.
S $3.00≈50 seeds M $6.00≈200 seeds LG $30.00=0.5 oz., ≈3500 seeds
NEW! TMP9 MYONA Cert. BD/OG 80 days.
S $3.00≈25 seeds, ≈25 seeds M $6.00=1 g, ≈225 seeds
NEW! TMR9 SOLAR FLARE Cert. BD/OG A work horse at the Wild Boar Farm, repeatedly selected for flavor.
Luscious, slightly sweet, full tomato flavor. Head turning fruits are red striped with gold, very meaty and weigh 6-8 oz.
Early with good scab resistance. Indeterminate, 75 days from transplant. Attention seed growers: PROPRIETARY,
Need permission from Wild Boar Farm to grow and market this seed. For growing the fruit for marketing, no
permission is needed.
S $3.00≈15 seeds, ≈15 seeds M $6.00≈50 seeds, ≈50 seeds LG $15.00=1 g, ≈225 seeds
TM2 SUPER LAKOTA (Super Sioux) Cert. BD/OG 75 days. Abundant producers of fleshy 6 to 8 oz fruits.
Excellent slicers, very juicy, with good old-fashioned flavor. Plants stand up well in both wet and dry summers. A
great early ripening all around medium sized tomato which appeals to farmer's market customers. Semi-determinant
plant type means that it does not have to be trellised but can be if you want to save room. Sow indoors 6 weeks
before last frost at 80-90 F, " deep, 4 seeds/in. Prick out when 1" high to 2"-3" apart. Set out after danger of frost, 18"24" apart in rows 4' apart. Grown by NB.
S $3.00=0.25 g, ≈50 seeds M $6.00=1 g, ≈225 seeds LG $10.00=0.125 oz., ≈900 seeds XL $15.00=0.5 oz.
, ≈3500 seeds 1 oz. $24.00=≈7000 seeds

TOMATO, SLICING, NON-RED
TMN1 CHEROKEE PURPLE Cert. BD/OG Over a 100 year oldHEIRLOOM from First peoples of America. 8-16 oz
of reddish black, good tasting fruit with blushed green shoulders Abundant producers in our very rainy season.
Indeterminate so needs trellising.
S $3.00≈25 seeds, ≈25 seeds M $6.00=0.5 g, ≈100 seeds LG $12.00=2 g, ≈400 seeds XL $20.00=7 g
TM12 GREEN ZEBRA Cert. BD/OG 85 days. 1.5-2.5 in. yellow-green fruits with dark green vertical stripes.
Emerald green flesh, mild flavor. Harvest it when it is still green but loses its unripe firmness. Quite tasty and novel for
farmer's markets. Indeterminate. Grown by RG.
S $3.00=0.125 g, ≈25 seeds M $6.00=1 g, ≈150 seeds LG $9.00=2 g, ≈300 seeds
NEW! TM7 PAUL ROBESON Cert. BD/OG 80 days. A play of red and green colors this large heirloom tomato of
between 5 and 9 ounces. This special tomato is named after an exceptional person who was an actor, singer, athlete
and cultural scholar with a wonderfully warm quality to his voice both for singing and oration.. The warm tones of this
tomato's outstanding flavor is a fitting to remember Paul Robeson. Grown by NB.
S $3.00≈20 seeds
TM9 PERSIMMON Cert. BD/OG 90 days. A vigorous outstanding beefsteak-type one pounder variety with
beautiful glowing gold persimmon color and a very fine flavor. Even though it is a long season variety, it matures in
our shorter season of 4 summer months. Grown by RG.
S $3.00=0.125 g, ≈25 seeds M $5.00=1 g, ≈150 seeds LG $9.00=2 g, ≈300 seeds

TMY1 YELLOW TAXI Cert. BD/OG 70-80 days. Determinant which means it will produce many 4-6 oz fruits for a
few weeks and then be finished. Yellow tomatoes are low acid.
S $3.00=0.25 g, ≈50 seeds

TOMATO, PASTE
TM5 CORNE DE BOUC Cert. BD/OG 85 days. French HEIRLOOM. Delicious unusual 5 in. long pointed fruits for
fresh eating and sun-dried tomatoes, with a slight smoky flavor. Name means goat's horn. Late ripening. Does best
with being trellised. Indeterminant so it needs staking. Grown by NB.
S $3.00=0.125 g, ≈25 seeds
NEW! TMP9 MYONA Cert. BD/OG 80 days. HEIRLOOM from . Italy. Given to us by John Rahart. His father living
in New Jersey went to the farmer's market there and bought some tomato plants from a vendor. They were terrific so
he returned to the vendor and asked what the name of the tomato was. The answer: "It's a my own a. " ! 3-4oz. pear
paste type. Good flavor, excellent yields. This variety appears to acclimate to where it is grown in that the first year it
is smaller and then when you save your own seed, it produces larger fruits the ensuing years.
S $3.00≈25 seeds, ≈25 seeds M $6.00=1 g, ≈225 seeds
NEW! TMP1 OXHEART Cert. BD/OG Oxheart is is an heirloom type of tomato which is heart shaped with thick
flesh. Our Oxheart variety has red fruits 4-8 ounces, thick fleshed somewhat heart-shaped paste tomato with a lot of
juice and makes a great tasting sauce! Delicious for fresh eating too. Real tomato flavor with a tang! Oxhearts do not
have a copious amount of fruits on each vine but their size and texture is a real stand out. Grown by NB.
S $3.00≈25 seeds
NEW! TMP2 STREAK LIGHTNING Cert. BD/OG Red with yellow antique streaking ,slightly elongated fruit usually
with a tail makethis MH's favorite variety so far from Wild Boar Farm in California very enticing. TASTE is the next
surprise, with a fruity and full tomato flavor, this tomato will definitely become a lasting variety putting it in the
heirloom hall of fame. Fruits are around 3-4 ounces with a few going to 6 ounces. Both good sauce and fresh eating..
Cusomters at our farmer's market always would buy them after tasting them. Proprietary, need permission from Wild
Boar to grow and market this seed. Grown by NB.
S $3.00≈15 seeds, ≈15 seeds M $8.00≈50 seeds, ≈50 seeds LG $15.00=1 g, ≈225 seeds

TOMATO, CHERRY AND SMALL SALAD

(Lycopersicon esculentum)

TM6 BLACK CHERRY Cert. BD/OG 85-90 days. Indeterminant plants produce an abundant yield of cherry-sized,
garnet-colored delectable fruits. Add them to salad for a nice color variation or eat them on their own to fully enjoy
their complex, sweet flavor. Indeterminant.: needs staking. Sow indoors 6 weeks before last frost at 80-90 F, " deep,
4 seeds/in. Prick out when 1" high to 2"-3" apart. Set out after danger of frost, 18"-24" apart in rows 4' apart. Stake or
cage indeterminate varieties for best results. Grown by NB.
S $3.00≈15 seeds
TCH61 CHOCOLATE INDIGO CHERRY Cert. BD/OG Growing this in 2015 for seed. Another variety from Brad
Gates at Wild Boar Farm. Chocolate brown saladette type weighing 1-2 ounces. Holds well on the vine for an
extended period, sunburn resistant. Rich unusal flavor. Indeterminate, 80 days from transplant. No permission is
needed to grow the tomatoes out for sale.ATTENTION SEED GROWERS: Proprietary, need permission from Wild
Boar to grow and market this seed.
S $3.00≈20 seeds, ≈20 seeds
TM11 JAUNE FLAMME Cert. BD/OG HEIRLOOM from France . Delicious small yellow/orange small fuits 2-3
ounces, very prolific. Cultivation instructions: Sow insice 6 wks before last frost at 80-90 F, " deep, 4 seeds/in. Prick
out when 1" high to 2"-3" apart. Set out after danger of frost, 18"-24" apart in rows 4' apart. Stake or cage
indeterminate varieties for best results. Grown by NB.
S $3.00≈15 seeds, ≈15 seeds
TM4 MATT'S WILD Cert. BD/OG 65-70 days. Indet. Everyone should have at least one plant of these in their
garden. This little grape-sized red cherry tomato is packed with sweet, juicy flavor and is a quick favorite for all who
try it. Children love it! Germinates best at a constant 78 degrees. Once germinated, we found the plants remained

healthy even in cool wet climates. Produces beautiful trusses of ripe fruit which can be harvested complete for
farmer's markets. It stores better and is very attractive when the whole truss is clipped, instead of picking individual
tomatoes. Teresa Arellanos de Mena from Hildago in eastern Mexico collected and shared this variety with her friend
and colleague, Matt Liebman of the U. of Maine Ag School, who saved seeds and passed them on to Johnnys
Selected Seeds. We are grateful to Johnnys for permission to offer this variety, and to Teresa and Matt who collected
and saved it. Grown by NB.
S $3.00≈15 seeds, ≈15 seeds
NEW! TMG1 PILU Cert. BD/OG Three oz red fruits bred in Europe for the greenhouse with sweetness and good
disease resitance. Indicated from the European company: Fusarium oxysporum f. sp. lycopersici (Fol 0,1)
Cladosporium (Samtflecken) (Ff 1-5). Even though they are small they are full of flavor! Grown by NB.
S $3.00≈20 seeds

TOMATO, UNIQUE
TM5 CORNE DE BOUC Cert. BD/OG 85 days. French HEIRLOOM. Delicious unusual 5 in. long pointed fruits for
fresh eating and sun-dried tomatoes, with a slight smoky flavor. Name means goat's horn. Late ripening. Does best
with being trellised. Indeterminant so it needs staking. Grown by NB.
S $3.00=0.125 g, ≈25 seeds

TURNIPS

(Brassica rapa)

TN 3 GOLDEN BALL Cert. BD/OG Delicious Foilage and mild tasting root slightly yellow. Direct sow for best
results. Mild flavor if grown during the cool part of the year. ≈11,250 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, sows 40 ft., ≈275 seeds M $6.00=4 g, 160 ft. LG $10.00=0.5 oz., 560 ft.
NEW! TN2 SCARLET OHNO Cert. BD/OG A delicious mild tastting red-skinned, white fleshed turnip improved
variety rescued and reselected by Frank Morton of Wild Garden. Used traditionally for pickling however because of
their mildness they work well in a salad or in a stir fry. Greens are smooth with a pinkish purple mid-rib. Grown by
NB. ≈8,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, sows 40 ft., ≈275 seeds M $6.00=4 g, 160 ft. LG $12.00=0.5 oz.
NEW! TN1 ZUERCHER Cert. BD/OG 50 days. Purple skin on the top of the root, white below. White flesh
throughout. Uniform and good storage. Direct sow for best results. Sow outdoors in early spring through late summer,
inch deep, 1 inch apart in rows 12-18 inches apart. Mild flavor if grown during the cool part of the year. Grown by
SA. ≈8,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, sows 40 ft., ≈275 seeds M $6.00=4 g, 160 ft., ≈1000 seeds LG $8.00=0.5 oz., 500 ft., ≈4000 se
eds

WATERMELONS

(Citrullus lanatu)

NEW! WM5 ALI BABA (Citrullus Lanatus) Cert. BD/OG HEIRLOOM . from Iraq Sweet and nice texture. Copious
producer of 5-15 pound fruits in our area, light green skin, red flesh which is very quick to mature. Baker's Creek
Heirloom seed company introduced this fine variety about 10 years ago after they were sent seed by Aziz Nail, an
Iraqi gentleman who had collected this fantastic variety in Iraq. ≈300 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=3 g, ≈30 seeds M $5.50=0.5 oz., ≈150 seeds LG $9.00=2 oz., ≈600 seeds
NEW! WM2 BLACK TAIL MOUNTAIN (Citrullus Lanatus) Cert. BD/OG 75 days. 75 day round 8-10 Lb. lightly
striped fruits with sweet, crisp, red flesh. Developed in Idaho for short season areas. In our Nebraska climate we have
found it to be very reliable. A biodynamic grower in Wisconsin, was able to get melons direct sown in the garden
which is remarkable. Grown by NB. ≈675 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=2 g, ≈30 seeds M $6.00=6 g, ≈90 seeds LG $9.00=0.5 oz., ≈325 seeds
WM3 EARLY MOONBEAM (Citrullus Lanatus) Cert. BD/OG 75 days. Stabilized open-pollinated selection from
Yellow Doll Hybrid. 5-8 Lb. round striped fruits with sweet flavorful yellow flesh. Matures in the North. Bred by Alan
Kapular of Peace Seeds. ≈575 seeds/oz.

S $3.00=2 g, ≈30 seeds M $6.00=6 g, ≈90 seeds LG $9.00=0.5 oz., ≈325 seeds
WM1 SUGAR BABY (Citrullus Lanatus) Cert. BD/OG 68 days. Called ice box watermelons because their small
size fits well in the refrigerator. 6-12 lb small round red-fleshed fruits with a sturdy rind which ripens to dark green.
Grown by NB. ≈600 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=2 g, ≈35 seeds M $7.00=0.5 oz., ≈300 seeds LG $12.00=1 oz., ≈600 seeds

HERBS
SALE! H-B BASIL (Ocimum basilicum) Cert. BD/OG Good strain of regular basil, genovese type from the
German Biodynamic seed company with great germination rate. Annual.18 in. plants give continuous cuttings from
mid-summer until frost if flower stalks are pinched off. Grown by BH. ≈18,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.25 g, ≈150 seeds M $5.00=1 g, ≈600 seeds LG $10.00=4 g, ≈2400 seeds XL $12.00=0.5 oz., ≈9
000 seeds
NEW! H-CH CHAMOMILE, GERMAN (Matricaria recutita) Cert. BD/OG Biodynamic preparation annual. 18 in
tall with small white petals and golden centered flowers used as a relaxing tea for stomach and intestinal problems.
Grown by NB. ≈300,000 seeds/oz.
S $3.00=0.1 g, ≈200 seeds M $8.00≈2000 seeds, ≈2000 seeds LG $16.00≈5000 seeds, ≈5000 seeds
H-CI CILANTRO AND CORIANDER (Coriandrum sativum) Cert. BD/OG Annual.Young leaves ar for fresh
salads, salsa & other Mexican cuisine. 18 in. stalks bear white flowers which become spicy seeds in late summer
which are delicious in bread, cookies and even quite refreshing in homemade ice cream. Grown by RG. ≈2,200
seeds/oz.
S $3.00=1 g, ≈50 seeds
H-GO GREEK OREGANO Cert. BD/OG GREEK TYPE Low growing heat loving herb for pizzas and other types of
mediterranean cuisine. In nothern climates, best success is to sow inside and plant out after the last frost in spring.
S $3.00≈50 seeds
H-N NETTLE, STINGING (Urtica dioica) Cert. BD/OG Perennial. 4-5 ft. plants . Fine prickly silica tipped hairs on
leaves and stems release formic acid as a skin irritant when touched. Biodynamic preparation plant. Grown by SAT.
S $5.00≈100 seeds, ≈100 seeds
H-TH THYME (Thymus vulgaris) Cert. BD/OG Perennial Small 6-12 in. bushy plants with an abundance of small
leaves. Warming culinary herb.
S $3.00≈50 seeds
NEW! H-YA YARROW (Achillea millefolium) Cert. BD/OG Hardy drought resistant 2-3 ft. perennial with flat
clusters of white flowers used in tea for colds and fevers and as herb in Biodynamic compost. Grown by NB.
S $3.00≈100 seeds

